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STATE ACTION LIMITATIONS ON COURTS
AND CONGRESSIONAL POWER
GARY C. LEEDESt
The state action doctrine limits the power of the federal govern-
ment under the fourteenth andfifteenth amendments to control individ-
ual conduct. In this Article, Professor Leedes argues that the state
action doctrine must remain an essentialfeature of our constitutional
system. The doctrine restricts the authority of the courts to find that a
person has violated the constitutional rights of another to those situa-
tions in which a state is culpably responsible for the private person's
conduct. Professor Leedes asserts that the Burger Court has adopted
this restriction on judicial power, though previous Courts had wavered
on the issue. Compared to the restriction on judicial power, the state
action limit on congressionalpower is more complex. The politicalfo-
rum is theproper medium for reaching necessary compromises in creat-
ing fourteenth amendment enforcement mechanisms. But abandoning
all state action limits would allow Congress to extend its power beyond
the ambit of the Reconstruction amendments and violate constitutional
considerations of federalism. Another source of congressional power,
analogous to the commerce clause, would then be beyond effectivejudi-
cial review. Professor Leedes concludes by suggesting guidelines that
permit deference to congressional decisions without abandoning judicial
review.
OVERVIEW
State action is a concept that limits the power of the federal government
to control the behavior of private persons. Its scope varies depending on
whether a court or Congress attempts to enforce the constitutional guarantees
of the fourteenth' and fifteenth amendments.
2
Part I of this Article is concerned primarily with the power of the courts
to reach private persons pursuant to the so-called self-executing aspects3 of the
post-Civil War amendments (the Reconstruction amendments). Because of
t Professor of Law, University of Richmond, T.C. Williams School of Law; B.S. 1960,
University of Pennsylvania; LL.B. 1962, Temple University; LL.M. 1973, Harvard University.
1. U.S. Const. amend. XIV (guaranteeing due process and equal protection of the laws by
states).
2. U.S. Const. amend. XV (ensuring right of all citizens to vote).
3. The self-executing aspects of the fourteenth amendment refer to the citizenship, privileges
and immunities, due process of law and equal protection of the laws clauses of section one. These
provisions, by their own force, are interpreted by the courts and enforced against wrongdoers who
violate their commands. But Congress also has power pursuant to section five of the fourteenth
amendment to elaborate upon and amplify the meaning of these operative provisions of section
one. Analysis of problems presented by the state action concept often is facilitated by distinguish-
ing between the self-executing aspects of the fourteenth amendment and the elaborations by Con-
gress which secure fourteenth amendment rights.
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the need to interpret the Constitution, courts have power to add content to the
bare terms of the Reconstruction amendments. But the reach of the courts to
control the behavior of private persons is limited by the state action concept.
Part Il is concerned with the modern Supreme Court cases that recognize
that Congress has substantive power to enforce, elaborate upon and amplify
the provisions of the Reconstruction amendments. These amendments dele-
gate to Congress the power to choose the means of securing fourteenth and
fifteenth amendment rights. State action restrictions on federal power are re-
laxed when Congress, rather than the courts, acts to correct a pervasive pattern
of private wrongs. As Justice Bradley once described the responsibility of
Congress under the fourteenth amendment, "The duty and power of enforce-
ment take their inception from the moment the state fails to comply with the
duty enjoined, or violates the prohibition imposed.
' 4
In many respects Congress is better equipped than are the courts to deal
with widespread social and economic maladjustments that adversely affect the
fourteenth and fifteenth amendment rights of individuals. Congress is more
flexible than the courts, and it is not constrained by all of the requirements of
formal justice demanded of courts. Legislative remedies, if approved by the
Supreme Court and enforced by the executive branch, are backed by the full
panoply of legitimate federal power.5 Congress, on the other hand, by accom-
modating competing interest groups, has the ability to produce a legislative
compromise that will be acceptable to both the majority and the minorities.
Although Congress is well equipped to enforce the Reconstruction amend-
ments, under the Mfarbury v. Madison6 model it is the Court's duty to decide
whether legislation goes beyond the ambit of the Reconstruction amendments.
Congress, however, clearly has the power to provide modes of redress for indi-
viduals whose fourteenth and fifteenth amendment rights are violated by state
statutes, judgments entered by state courts, official neglect and maladministra-
tion and, in some cases, unofficial action.
Legislation may be appropriate to remedy the past effects of governmen-
tal racial discrimination that may not be the fault of any particular state.
7
Because congressional legislation operates uniformly throughout the nation,
strict adherence to the same state action prerequisites that are applicable to
judicial power oversimplifies the constitutional problems presented. For ex-
ample, as discussed in Part II, the Court's attention should focus on whether
Congress acted reasonably on the basis of evidence, whether it was performing
a legislative function and whether its legislation is a remedy reasonably tai-
lored to overcome a perceived wrong within the ambit of the Reconstruction
amendments.
The dichotomy between state and private action discussed in Part I, and
the distinction between a remedy and a substantive right discussed in Part II,
4. United States v. Cruikshank, 25 F. Cas. 707 (C.C.D. La. 1874) (No. 14,897).
5. See A. Cox, The Warren Court 67-68 (1968).
6. 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803).
7. See Fullilove v. Klutznik, 448 U.S. 448 (1980).
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reflect traditional federalism and separation of powers concerns. Undue judi-
cial obeisance to Congress would enable the central government to "establish
a code of municipal law regulative of all private rights between man and
man.' 8 Therefore, the state action concept and the distinction between rights
and remedies remain principles that both restrict Congress' power and channel
the Court's discretion as it adjusts the allocations of authority within our fed-
eral system of government.
I. THE STATE ACTION RESTRICTION ON JUDICIAL POWER
4. Introduction to State Action Limits on Courts
It is my opinion that the criteria the courts should use to find state action
ought to be consistent with the guidelines articulated by Justice Harlan during
his tenure on the Warren Court. Although Justice Harlan often dissented
from decisions that diluted the state action restriction, his approach adheres
closely to the firm line drawn between private and state action in the Civil
Rights Cases.9 In Justice Harlan's view, "the state action required to bring the
Fourteenth Amendment [and the fifteenth amendment] into operation must be
affirmative and purposeful, actively fostering discrimination [or some other
wrong prohibited by the Reconstruction amendments]."' 10 In other words, the
state must be responsible for the private person's action; conversely, the pri-
vate person's action is not addressed by the Reconstruction amendments if his
discrimination is uninfluenced by the state. I I Justice Harlan, however, was
willing to find that private persons who acted under color of law satisfied the
state action requirement whenever they were "jointly engaged with state offi-
cials"' 2 in conduct prohibited by the Reconstruction amendments. Moreover,
a private person who interferes with rights guaranteed by the fourteenth
amendment "with the knowledge of and pursuant to a state-enforced custom
requiring such [interference], is a 'participant in joint activity with the
State.' "13
Justice Harlan would not find state action if the state merely authorized
or failed to prohibit persons from doing as they please. 14 For example, if the
state fails to enact a gun control law, and it licenses people to own firearms,
the private misuse of a firearm is not the state's fault. Furthermore, if a state
permits private property owners to serve whomever they please at places of
public accommodation, a decision to exclude unwelcome individuals is not
state action if the decision to exclude is "in fact the product solely of private
8. The Civil Rights Cases, 109 U.S. 3, 13 (1883) (emphasis added).
9. Id. at 26-62.
10. Reitman v. Mulkey, 387 U.S. 369, 395 (1967) (Harlan, J., dissenting).
11. See Adickes v. S.H. Kress & Co., 398 U.S. 144, 169 (1970) (Harlan, J., writing for the
Court).
12. Id. at 152.
13. Id. at 174 n.44 (quoting United States v. Price, 383 U.S. 787, 794 (1966)).
14. Peterson v. City of Greenville, 373 U.S. 244, 249 (1963) (Harlan, J., concurring).
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choice."15 Permission, some might argue, is encouragement, but mere permis-
sion or authorization is not state involvement significant enough to justify
making the state responsible for the private person's discrimination.' 6 The
state must be blameworthy.
I argue that the state action cases would not have become "a conceptual
disaster area"' 7 had the Warren Court followed Justice Harlan's general ap-
proach. Fourteenth amendment rights are not held "in rem, good against all
the world,"' 8 but rather create duties obligating state officials, not private per-
sons. Therefore, when a litigant claims that his fourteenth or fifteenth amend-
ment rights are violated, he must surmount certain threshold obstacles and
demonstrate official culpability.
The state action concept, as it pertains to judicial power, performs a selec-
tive screening function. Although a private person who is injured by another
obviously has standing to sue the wrongdoer, 19 the injured plaintiff has no
basis to assert that his constitutional rights are violated when the wrong is not
attributable to the state. Similarly, when there is no significant connection
between state action and the alleged wrong perpetrated by the private defend-
ant, the plaintiff has no cause of action based on the Reconstruction amend-
ments. The issue of whether there is a significant connection between official
and unofficial action is severable from the ultimate question of whether the
plaintiffs constitutional rights have been violated. Because the state action
problem presents a threshold issue, or at least one that is analytically severable
from the merits, it is improper to weigh the value of the challenged private
conduct against the value of the rights asserted by the plaintiff. I do not con-
tend that there is never a conceptual overlap, but I do assert that the question
that pertains to the character of the state's involvement in a wrongful act is not
necessarily the same as the question whether the wrongful act denies due pro-
cess of law or equal protection of the laws.20 The line drawn by the Court's
opinion in the Civil Rights Cases has become difficult to discern, partly be-
cause the Court often confounds the state action issue with the merits.
Because the Court in the Civil Rights Cases initially drew the state action
line, it is appropriate in this introductory section to recall the opinion of Jus-
tice Bradley. The Court was concerned with charges filed against private per-
sons who allegedly violated the first and second sections of the Civil Rights
Act of 1875.21 Although the Solicitor General of the United States conceded
15. Id. at 253.
16. Reitman v. Mulkey, 387 U.S. 369, 394-95 (1967) (Harlan, J., dissenting).
17. Black, The Supreme Court, 1966 Term-Foreword: "State Action," Equal Protection
and California's Proposition 14, 81 Harv. L. Rev. 69, 95 (1967). The phrase "conceptual disaster
area" is Professor Black's description of the state action concept, but unlike the author of this
Article, he believed that Justice Harlan's view of the matter contributed to the disaster. Id. at 77-
78, 87-88.
18. Cox, The Role of Congress in Constitutional Determinations, 40 U. Cin. L. Rev. 199, 240
(1971).
19. See generally Leedes, Mr. Justice Powelrs Standing, II U. Rich. L. Rev. 269 (1977).
20. But see L. Tribe, American Constitutional Law 1147-61 (1978).
21. The Civil Rights Act of 1875, which made racial discrimination in public accommoda-
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that the fourteenth amendment limits "state action only,"22 he argued that
(1) some of the defendants were acting as agents of the state, and (2) private
action taking on the color of an activity devoted to a public use can be con-
trolled by the federal government.23 These arguments were rejected, and the
Court declared sections one and two of the Act unconstitutional.24
A flaw in the 1875 Civil Rights Act was the attempt by Congress to pro-
hibit the "[i]ndividual invasion of individual rights."25 Statutes that are not
designed to be corrective of state action, the Court insisted, are invalid exer-
cises of power under the fourteenth amendment. Justice Bradley wrote, "[w]e
must not forget that the province and scope of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth
amendments are different." 26 Under the thirteenth amendment, the legisla-
tion "may be direct and primary, operating upon the acts of individuals,
whether sanctioned by State legislation or not."27 But when a private person
is sued or prosecuted for violating fourteenth amendment rights, there must be
a basis to find that "the evil or wrong actually committed rests upon some
State law or State authority for its excuse and perpetration." 28 However am-
biguous Justice Bradley's opinion might be, it is clear that the Court attempted
to stress dichotomies between (1) state and private action and (2) substantive
constitutional rights and remedies.
29
The Civil Rights Cases suggest strongly that state action is a unitary con-
cept. The pertinent issue is whether the relationship that exists between the
state and the private person who is charged with the violation of protected
rights is significant enough to impose legal responsibility on the state for the
challenged private action. A state, however, is not legally accountable for pri-
vate wrongdoing unless (1) the private actor is clothed with power to perform
a public function, (2) the state has compelled the private wrongdoing or
(3) the state has participated in the wrongful act or has acted wittingly and
affirmatively to apply pressure that fosters the challenged private action.30
tions unlawful, was held invalid in The CivRights Cases. Two indictments (Stanley and Nichols
cases) charged the individuals with refusing to admit Negroes to the accommodations of inns and
hotels, and an information charged another individual (Ryan case) with refusing to admit a Negro
to a seat in the dress circle of a San Francisco theatre. Another indictment (Singleton case)
charged defendant with denying to a person, whose color and race were unknown, the full enjoy-
ment of the accommodations of the Grand Opera House in New York. One case (Robinson)
involved a five hundred dollar fine which was the statutory penalty for a railroad company's
refusal to allow a Negro woman to ride in the ladies' car. 109 U.S. at 4-5 (statement of the case).
22. Brief for Appellant at 15, The Civil Rights Cases, 109 U.S. 3 (1883) (emphasis omitted)
(brief filed for 1882 Term).
23. Id. at 19.
24. Id. at 25. There was no indication in the Solicitor General's brief that Negroes could not
have secured adequate redress in the state courts. There was no oral argument. In short, the
government did not give the Court much help, and the briefs filed were so weak that one wonders
if the government really wanted the Court to uphold the statute.
25. The Civil Rights Cases, 109 U.S. at 11.
26. Id. at 23.
27. Id.
28. Id. at 18.
29. The Court insisted that "the remedy to be provided must necessarily be predicated upon
[the state's] wrong." Id.
30. See text accompanying notes 136-77, 210-15 infra.
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Because of the state action doctrine, courts cannot reach most abridg-
ments of liberties by individuals. This limitation, however unjust on occasion,
is consistent with several vital principles in our system of government that
should not be lightly disregarded in order to achieve a particular "good" result
in a hard case. As Justice Harlan has written,
Freedom of the individual to choose his associates or his neighbors,
to use and dispose of his property as he sees fit, to be irrational, arbi-
trary, capricious, even unjust in his personal relations are things all
entitled to a large measure of protection from governmental interfer-
ence. This liberty would be overridden, in the name of equality, if
the strictures of the Amendment were applied to governmental and
private action without distinction. Also inherent in the concept of
state action are values of federalism, a recognition that there are ar-
eas of private rights upon which federal power should not lay a
heavy hand and which should properly be left to the more precise
instruments of local authority.
31
Justice Harlan realized that if judges look hard enough, they will always find
some state action; he also realized that finding some state action "is not the
end of the inquiry."'32 A crucial judicial inquiry is whether, given the nexus
between official and unofficial action, the state "should be held responsible."
'33
B. The Public Function Exception to the State Action Doctrine
The Supreme Court has articulated a public function exception to the
state action requirement that pertains to each sovereign state's exclusive
power 34 to create rights and impose duties. Unofficial action may take on the
color of state law. The Court has "held that the actions of seemingly private
actors may be inherently governmental, and thus subject to constitutional lim-
itation notwithstanding the absence of overt state responsibility for the actions
challenged." 35 Thus, in Evans v. Newton36 Justice Douglas spoke of "powers
31. Peterson v. City of Greenville, 373 U.S. 244, 250 (1963) (Harlan, J., concurring in the
result). Justice Harlan dissented in whole or in part in the following sit-in cases decided during
the 1963 term: Avent v. North Carolina, 373 U.S. 375 (1963); Gober v. City of Birmingham, 373
U.S. 374 (1963); Lombard v. Louisiana, 373 U.S. 267 (1963); Shuttlesworth v. City of Birming-
ham, 373 U.S. 262 (1963).
32. Peterson v. City of Greenville, 373 U.S. at 249.
33. Id.
34. Justice Douglas believed that one who offers a public service is performing a public func-
tion. He wrote, "Those who license enterprises for public use should not have under our Constitu-
tion the power to license it for the use of only one race." Garner v. Louisiana, 368 U.S. 157, 185
(1961) (Douglas, J., concurring). His ultimate argument is not unlike that of the first Justice
Harlan, who argued that the power of the federal government could be brought to bear upon
private persons and corporations who serve the public or provide places of public accommoda-
tions. See The Civil Rights Cases, 109 U.S. at 37-43 (1883) (Harlan, J., dissenting). But as Profes-
sor Cox has noted, "In our complex interrelated society, acceptance of Justice Douglas' view
would pretty much eliminate any difference between State action and private decision for the
purposes of the Fourteenth Amendment." A. Cox, supra note 5, at 34-35. See also Professor
Choper's thoughts on the "power theory" exception to the state action limit, which is discussed at
text accompanying notes 68-82 infra.
35. L. Tribe, supra note 20, at 1163 (footnote omitted).
36. 382 U.S. 296 (1966).
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or functions governmental in nature."37 This malleable formulation of the
public function concept lacks adequate specificity since socialists and libertari-
ans, for example, have different conceptions of inherently governmental
power. Because the Court recently has become more aware of the open-ended
nature of the public function concept, the concept currently applies only if a
private person is exercising "powers traditionally exclusively reserved to the
State." 3
8
The remarkable aspect of the Court's new test is that hardly any activities
in the United States are traditionally reserved exclusively to the states. One
immediately thinks of privately owned parks, schools and voluntary police
and fire departments. Park rangers, school officials, police officers and firemen
perform public services, but they are not performing activities that tradition-
ally are exclusively reserved to the state. Prison wardens qualify, but needless
to say, the public function exception to the state action requirement currently
is quite constricted.
The case that is regarded as the progenitor of the modem public function
doctrine is Marsh v. Alabama.39 The facts are as follows: A Jehovah's Wit-
ness, Grace Marsh, distributed literature on private property without ob-
taining a permit from a manager of the corporation that owned the small
company town of approximately 1500 people where she was arrested. 4 Marsh
was convicted of violating the "Alabama Code which makes it a crime to enter
or remain on the premises of another after having been warned not to do
so." 4 1 Although not specifically mentioned by the Court, drawn into question
was a rule promulgated by the corporation's officials that prohibited peddlers,
solicitors and hawkers from plying their trade within the limits of the town
without the permission of the housing manager of the town.42 The housing
manager's discretion to issue permits was not confined by any standards. As
applied to individuals who attempt to exercise their rights of free expression,
this type of rule, which gives unfettered discretion to government officials, has
been struck down repeatedly by the Court.43 The corporation's rule arguably
was the government's rule. The question as articulated by the Marsh Court
was whether "the mere fact that all the property interests in the town are held
by a single company. . . give[s] that company power, eniorceable by a state
statute, to abridge these freedoms." 44 The Court reversed Marsh's conviction
because the rule governed an area that had all the attributes of a town. In
Food Employees Local 590 . Logan Valley Plaza, Inc. ,45 Justice Black wrote,
I think it is fair to say that the basis on which the Marsh decision
37. Id. at 299.
38. Jackson v. Metropolitan Edison Co., 419 U.S. 345, 352 (1974).
39. 326 U.S. 501 (1946).
40. Brief for Appellant at 6-13, Marsh v. Alabama, 326 U.S. 501 (1946).
41. 326 U.S. at 504 (1946).
42. See id. at 503.
43. See, e.g., Lovel v. City of Griffin, 303 U.S. 444 (1938).
44. 326 U.S. at 505.
45. 391 U.S. 308 (1968).
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rested was that the property involved encompassed an area that for
all practical purposes had been turned into a town; the area had all
the attributes of a town and was exactly like any other town in
Alabama.
46
Marsh was decided correctly. In Chickasaw, Alabama, the local gov-
erning authority was the corporation. The choice made by the corporate man-
ager to have Marsh arrested was not just a decision of a private company. The
corporation's rule, which had the force of law, was made not only for the cor-
poration's employees but also for all the town's residents who were thereby
deprived of the normal opportunities to communicate with travelers and visi-
tors. The state ordinarily is not responsible for a private decision solely be-
cause the decision maker requests enforcement of a state's neutral trespass
law. But it is undeniable that the power of imposing duties on travelers and
visitors for and on behalf of the public-duties that are enforced by the coer-
cive power of the state-is a power traditionally and exclusively reserved to
the state in our system of government. This rationale, which is latent in Jus-
tice Black's opinion although not articulated explicitly, supports the clearly
correct result reached in Marsh. The corporation's rule, which was promul-
gated for and on behalf of the public and which literally had the force of law,
is the crucial factor.
Commenting on Marsh, Professor Tribe writes, "The relevant inquiry [is
what] was required to secure first amendment values."'47 This approach com-
bines the "search for state action" with an analysis of the "precise substantive
constitutional issue to be addressed."48 Thus, Tribe's approach rejects the
idea that the state action concept is a unitary concept or a threshold issue.49
Marsh, Professor Tribe would argue, was decided correctly because the
corporation was not acting within the sphere of its own liberty when it invaded
the first amendment liberties of Marsh and the town's residents. 50 Tribe in-
sists that "the state action requirement performs a function more complex than
the threshold role which a unitary doctrine would assign to it."'5 1 He believes
the "substantive constitutional right at issue . . determines the parameters
[for the state action inquiry]." '52 The only relevant issue that Tribe sees in
! Marsh is the scope of the first amendment. Its scope determines the reach of
46. Id. at 331 (Black, J., dissenting).
47. L. Tribe, supra note 20, at 1167.
48. As Tribe writes, "[Aln analysis along the lines proposed would have been more likely to
focus properly upon the free speech and other constitutional interests which the decision would
ultimately affect." Id. He adds that "the proper question is whether the challenged federal or
state rule of law can validly distribute authority among governmental and private actors as it
purports to do." Id. at 105 (Supp. 1979). This approach enables him to avoid the difficulty of
finding the requisite state action when the state merely authorizes the challenged practice or fails
to prohibit it. It is his position that state neutrality can be a shield for unconstitutional wrongdo-
ing. Tribe's approach would clarify the law but it would also eviscerate state action limits.
49. See id. at 1170. See also Horowitz, The Misleading Search for "State Action" Under the
Fourteenth Amendment, 30 S. Cal. L. Rev. 208 (1957); Van Alstyne, Mr. Justice Black, Constitu-
tional Review, and the Talisman of State Action, 1965 Duke L.J. 219.
50. See L. Tribe, supra note 20, at 1154, 1165-67.
51. Id. at 1158.
52. Id.
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the judicial power. A unitary public function doctrine obviously is rejected
when this type of indistinctive analysis is applied. When a court adopts Pro-
fessor Tribe's approach, it simultaneously decides the state action and substan-
tive constitutional issues because "[c]onstitutional rights define the
characteristics of unconstitutional state action."
53
The most alluring aspect of Tribe's argument is its focus on the competing
liberties of the private litigants. "[I]t is utterly irrelevant whether the princi-
ples of state law [implicated in the case] are embodied in statutory form or in
judge-made common law, and utterly irrelevant whether those principles are
• ..carried out . . . in some other way."54 This argument revises Justice
Bradley's opinion in the Civil Rights Cases.
Professor Tribe disagrees. In his view, the Civil Rights Cases suggest that
"government tolerance of private action could be 'state action' if the private
action infringed common law liberty, and hence was not itself within the
sphere of individual liberty." 55 Some of Justice Bradley's rambling dicta
could be read to support Tribe's argument, but Justice Bradley was attempting
to restrict the power of the federal government when he carefully distin-
guished between the plenary powers stemming from the thirteenth amendment
and the much more limited reach of federal power under the fourteenth
amendment. Had Justice Bradley focused on the competing liberties of the
litigants, as Tribe does, the pertinent issue would not have been state action
but the scope of the fifth amendment's due process clause, which protects the
liberties of those subjected to laws enacted by Congress.
Although an early advocate of the substantive due process doctrine, Jus-
tice Bradley did not discuss the liberty protected by the fifth amendment be-
cause of his immediate concern with the discrete issue that pertains solely to
the fourteenth amendment's state action limitation on federal power. If the
state is not responsible for the "invasion of the rights of the injured party,"
'56
the Court has no power to determine whether the alleged wrongdoer invaded
the injured party's liberty. Therefore, the initial issue is not whether the al-
leged wrongdoers were acting within the sphere of their constitutionally pro-
tected liberties, but whether the state is responsible for the alleged wrong.
Professor Tribe errs by not carefully distinguishing between thirteenth and
fourteenth amendment rights in state action cases. His blending of a wide
variety of rights, irrespective of the source of those rights, is therefore a sub-
stantial revision of the Civil Rights Cases.
Although Marsh was decided correctly in favor of a trespasser, in Food
Employees Local 590 v. Logan Valley Plaza, Inc. 57 the Court stated that "the
State may not delegate the power, through the use of its trespass laws, wholly
to exclude those members of the public wishing to exercise their First Amend-
53. Id. at 1159.
54. Id. at 109 (Supp. 1979).
55. Id. at 1154.
56. The Civil Rights Cases, 109 U.S. at 17.
57. 391 U.S. 308 (1968).
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ment rights .... ,58 In Logan Valley the state simply permitted owners of
private property to exclude whomever they pleased. The state's enforcement
of its criminal trespass law at the owner's behest was not a response to commu-
nity customs that had the force of law,5 9 and there was no state pressure that
was "affirmative and purposeful, actively fostering discrimination" 60 against
first amendment right holders. In short, the state was not responsible for the
challenged decision.
The shopping center in Logan Valley perhaps is "the functional
equivalent of the business district of Chickasaw," 6 1 Alabama. But the Logan
Valley Plaza did not have all the attributes of a town. It is implausible to
suggest that the private owner's choice was made for or on behalf of the pub-
lic. It was strictly a private decision. But the Court rushed to balance the
competing interests of the shopping center owners against the asserted first
amendment rights of the protesters.6 2 Because the Court did not establish ini-
tially the lack of state neutrality or the presence of the requisite nexus between
official and unofficial action, Logan Valley was incorrectly decided.
63
I agree with professor Tribe that a question presented in the most recent
"public function" case, F/agg Bros. v. Brooks,64 "was whether a regime of state
law which allocates powers and rights among the bailor and the warehouse-
man as the New York law did meets the due process and equal protection
requirements of the Fourteenth Amendment. ' 65 But, I maintain, contrary to
Professor Tribe, that the Court is required to make its traditional state action
inquiry before reaching the merits. Since the decision by Flagg Brothers to
engage in self-help was a unilateral private decision,66 and the statute merely
permitted the company to do as it pleased, the relationship between the private
actor and the state was not state involvement significant enough to trigger the
fourteenth amendment. With respect to the theory that the warehouseman
was performing a public function, the Court correctly pointed out that New
York's system of ordering "rights and remedies, recognizing the traditional
58. Id. at 319.
59. Custom with the force of law suggests "systematic maladministration" of the law and
entails "persistent practices of state officials," which are knowingly relied on by the private person
who thereby acts under color of law. Adickes v. S. H. Kress & Co., 398 U.S. 144, 167 & n.39, 174
n.44 (1970).
60. Reitman v. Mulkey, 387 U.S. 369, 395 (1967) (Harlan, J., dissenting).
61. Food Employees Local 590 v. Logan Valley Plaza, Inc., 391 U.S. 308, 318 (1968).
62. Id. at 318-24. It appears that the Court simultaneously balanced against the rights of the
property owners the first amendment rights of the protestors and the interests served by the state
action doctrine.
63. Logan Valley was reversed on other grounds in Hudgens v. NLRB, 424 U.S. 507 (1976).
64. 436 U.S. 149 (1978).
65. L. Tribe, supra note 20, at 109 (Supp. 1979).
66. An individual's right to exercise self-help to secure his lien, "however unregenerate a
particular exercise of that right may be thought, lies beyond the reach of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment." Peterson v. City of Greenville, 373 U.S. 244, 252 (1963) (Harlan, J., concurring in the
result). It may be, however, that the code influenced the warehouseman to engage in the policy
subjudice. This is a question of fact. Id. at 251. If the warehouseman's policy was not solely the
product of his own choice, and the code was in fact a substantial factor in shaping his decision
(beyond authorizing him to do as he pleased), the injured party has a state action argument. For
further discussion see text accompanying notes 136-77, 210-15 infra.
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place of private arrangements in ordering relationships in the commercial
world, can hardly be said to have delegated to Flagg Brothers, Inc. an exclu-
sive prerogative of the sovereign." 67 Tribe's reference to a ubiquitous regime
of state law enables him to urge the Court to go directly to the substantive
constitutional law issue, but his approach virtually eliminates the state action
obstacle, which he regards as an outmoded technicality hindering those assert-
ing constitutional rights.
As a supplement or perhaps a substitute for a public function rationale
based on state responsibility, Professor Choper has developed the "power the-
ory" approach to state action.68 The premise is that "conduct of a private
individual or organization that has a widespread and fundamental impact on
other private individuals should be held to the obligations that the Constitu-
tion imposes on the state." 69 To the extent that he relies on precedent, his
power theory is based on Marsh v. Alabama and the white primary cases.
70
Professor Choper observes that in these cases "it is the exercise of power rather
than its source that is determinative."
7'
Professor Choper argues that the scope of the Court's current public func-
tion exception is too narrow and believes that the owners of private monopo-
lies dispensing scarce goods have sufficient power to be subjected to the
restrictions of the fourteenth amendment.72 I submit that this political idea,
which subjects the more powerful segments in society to a judicial veto of their
decisions simply because they have more power, is not rooted in the Constitu-
tion.73 To the extent that it relies on Marsh, Professor Choper's theory rests
on a shaky foundation.74 Marsh was a unique case, and the endless possibili-
ties that it suggests have already led the Court into error.75 This mistake will
be repeated if Professor Choper's "power theory" is adopted. The corporation
in Chickasaw, Alabama literally exercised rule-making power with the force
of law, an exclusively sovereign function. Choper equates power that has a
widespread and fundamental impact on individuals with power having the
force of law. This political idea has not been embraced by the Court.
If Professor Choper's "power theory" were to be adopted by the Court,
67. Flagg Bros. v. Brooks, 436 U.S. at 160 (footnotes omitted).
68. Choper, Thoughts on State Action: The "Government Function" and 4'Power Theory"
Approaches, 1979 Wash. U.L.Q. 757.
69. Id. at 777.
70. Terry v. Adams, 345 U.S. 461 (1953); Smith v. Allwright, 321 U.S. 649 (1944).
71. Choper, supra note 68, at 777.
72. Id. at 778-80. For example, Choper writes, "in Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. v.
Democratic National Committee [412 U.S. 94 (1973)], there should have been no difficulty in find-
ing that federally licensed broadcasting stations held sufficient power. . . to be subjected to first
amendment responsibilities." Id. at 779. The Court rejects the power theory; while acknowledg-
ing that "as a factual matter any person with sufficient physical power may deprive a person of his
property." Flagg Bros. v. Brooks, 436 U.S. at 157. It insists that "only a State or a private person
whose action 'may be fairly treated as that of the State itself" is subject to the fourteenth amend-
ment. Id. (citation omitted).
73. Professor Choper concedes as much. Choper, supra note 68, at 776-77.
74. See id. at 777.
75. See Food Employees Local 590 v. Logan Valley Plaza, Inc., 391 U.S. 308 (1968), rev'd on
other grounds sub nom. Hudgens v. NLRB, 424 U.S. 507 (1976).
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the strength of the "private" corporation's power would be the most constitu-
tionally significant factor. The potency of power, a question of degree, should
not be confused with its sovereign nature, or its source. It is the nature or
source of the power exercised that triggers the public function exception to the
state action concept. Although some corporations in various spheres of human
endeavor are more powerful than the government, due in part to the govern-
ment's inaction, the government's inaction does not justify subjecting large
corporations to judicial power under the fourteenth amendment, in principle,
any more than it justifies finding state action when an owner of a small busi-
ness exercises his unfettered discretion.76 If large corporations are to be regu-
lated, the federal court is not the appropriate governmental body to balance
the competing interests. The political forum, not the courthouse, is the appro-
priate medium to control corporate excesses. As Justice Black himself tried to
make clear,77 Marsh is not a springboard for an open-ended, unprincipled
expansion of the public function rationale. Professor Choper's power theory,
if adopted, would provide such a springboard.
C. The While Primary Cases
The white primary cases will not sustain the "power theory" either. In
Smith v. Aiiwright78 and Terry v. Adams,79 several Justices were influenced by
an act of Congress designed to protect the right to vote.80 The right to vote is a
unique right in a democratic republic where representatives are chosen by
qualified persons whose eligibility to vote cannot depend validly on racial cri-
teria. Moreover, the white primary was made possible by the joint participa-
tion of the state and private persons81 in a primary that was "an integral part
of the [government's] election machinery."82 Therefore, the white primary
cases, unlike Professor Choper, focus on power in terms of its nature and
source in addition to its potency.
In the first white primary case, Nixon v. Herndon,83 the Court invalidated
a Texas statute that on its face excluded blacks from voting in the state Demo-
cratic primary election. Promptly after the Court announced its decision, "the
legislature of Texas [responded by enacting] a new statute."'84 It provided that
"every political party in this State through its State Executive Committee shall
have the power to prescribe the qualifications of its own members and shall in
76. See text accompanying notes 120-215 infra.
77. Food Employees Local 590 v. Logan Valley Plaza, Inc., 391 U.S. at 331 (Black, J.,
dissenting).
78. 321 U.S. 649 (1944).
79. 345 U.S. 461 (1953).
80. The Court referred to 8 U.S.C. § 31, now codified at 42 U.S.C. § 1971(a) (1) (1976). See
Terry, 345 U.S. at 468; Smith, 321 U.S. at 651.
81. 345 U.S. at 469-70; 321 U.S. at 663-64.
82. 321 U.S. at 660 (1944) (quoting United States v. Classic, 313 U.S. 299, 318 (1941)), See
also Terry, 345 U.S. at 469-70.
83. 273 U.S. 536 (1927).
84. Nixon v. Condon, 286 U.S. 73, 81 (1932).
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its own way determine who shall be qualified to vote."'85 Acting under the
new statute, and not under any authorization from the convention of their
party,86 the Executive Committee adopted a resolution providing that dnly
white Democrats were eligible to participate in primary elections.
Mr. Nixon once again sued the judges of elections who were required by
state law to adhere to the Executive Committee's resolution. In Nixon v. Con-
don87 the Court held that the power of the Committee is "statutory, not inher-
ent."88 "If the State had not conferred it, there would be hardly [any] color of
right to give a basis for its exercise."89 In short, the decision-making organ of
the Democratic Party had become one of "the organs of the State itself, the
repositories of official power." 90 The Court did not hold that the legislation
transformed the party itself from a voluntary association into an arm of the
state.91 It was not necessary to go that far because the state's delegation of
power to the Executive Committee imposed upon that agency the duty to pro-
tect the interests of all the party's members in accordance with the fourteenth
amendment.
92
In Grovey v. Townsend93 the exclusion of blacks was the result of action
taken by party members assembled at the state Democratic convention. The
Court held that since the state convention had acted on its own, the challenged
action was not the state's responsibility. The Court was "not prepared to hold
that in Texas the State convention of a political party has become a mere
instrumentality or agency for expressing the voice or will of the state."
94
The Court implicitly reversed Grovey nine years later in Smith v. All-
wright.95 Several justices heightened their scrutiny because the election laws
had the effect of restricting "those political processes which ordinarily can be
expected to bring about repeal of undesirable legislation," 96 and because "the
operation of those political processes ordinarily to be relied upon to protect
minorities" 97 was operating to exclude minorities. The opinion, however, was
assigned to Justice Reed who focused his scrutiny on the state's statutory in-
volvement in primary elections.98 He concluded that by law the primary was
"'made an integral part of the election machinery.' "99 The Allwright Court
85. Id. at 82.
86. Id. at 85.
87. 286 U.S. 73 (1932).
88. Id. at 85.
89. Id.
90. Id. at 88.
91. Id. at 83-84.
92. Id. at 88-89.
93. 295 U.S. 45 (1935).
94. Id. at 54.
95. 321 U.S. 649 (1944).
96. United States v. Carolene Prod. Co., 304 U.S. 144, 152 n.4 (1938).
97. Id.
98. See Bixby, The Roosevelt Court, Democratic Ideology, and Minority Rights: Another
Look at United States v. Classic, 90 Yale L.J. 741, 813 (1981).
99. Smith v. Allwright, 321 U.S. 649, 660 (1944) (quoting United States v. Classic, 313 U.S.
299, 318 (1941)).
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concluded that Texas "endorses, adopts and enforces the discrimination
against Negroes. . .by a party entrusted by Texas law with the determination
of the qualifications of participants in the primary."' 00 Clearly, several jus-
tices were actively policing the democratic process and looking for malfunc-
tions, and they focused on the right to vote as something special. The decision
"effectively destroyed the white primary."''
As Professor Ely has noted in a related context, "[tihe existing theory of
representation had to be extended so . . .that the representative . . . would
not sever a majority coalition's interests from those of various minorities."'1
0 2
But411wright does not solidly support Professor Choper's power theory. Since
the primary was deemed an integral part of the election machinery, and be-
cause the dominant party's decisions were deliberately ratified by state offi-
cials, the dominant party and the state were actually joint participants in an
election within the fifteenth amendment's ambit. Moreover, this joint action
violated a statute enacted by Congress pursuant to its article I, section 4, clause
1 powers.' 0 3 At least in Texas, in view of the unique facts and circumstances
stressed in the Court's opinion, the state convention had become an agency for
expressing the voice and will of the State.
In Terry v. Adams104 the state action issue was whether a county political
organization called the Jaybird party could exercise power to exclude Negroes
from its "private" election on racial grounds. The Court noted that "Jaybird
activities follow a plan purposefully designed to exclude Negroes from voting
100. Id. at 664.
We think that this statutory system for the selection of party nominees. . . makes
the party which is required to follow these legislative directions an agency of the State
insofar as it determines the participants in a primary election. The party takes its charac-
ter as a state agency from the duties imposed upon it by state statutes; the duties do not
become matters of private law because they are performed by a political party.
Id. at 663.
101. Bixby, supra note 98, at 814.
102. J. Ely, Democracy and Distrust 87 (1980).
103. The actions of the respondents, election judges, were challenged pursuant to 8 U.S.C.
§§ 31, 43 (1940) (now codified at 42 U.S.C. § 1971(a)(1) (1976)) "in that petitioner was deprived
of rights secured by §§ 2 and 4 of Article I and the Fourteenth, Fifteenth and Seventeenth Amend-
ments to the United States Constitution." Smith v. Allwright, 321 U.S. 649, 651-52 (1944) (foot-
notes omitted). It is to be noted that one of the statutes relied upon by the black petitioner confers,
in positive terms, the right to vote. See 42 U.S.C. § 1971(a)(1) (1976) (formerly 8 U.S.C. § 31),
which provides in pertinent part as follows:
All citizens of the United States who are otherwise qualified by law to vote at any
election by the people in any State. . .shall be entitled and allowed to vote at all such
elections, without distinction of race, color, or previous condition of servitude; any con-
stitution, law, custom, usage, or regulation of any State. . .by or under its authority, to
the contrary notwithstanding.
This statute obviously elaborates upon and amplifies the right created by the bare terms of the
fifteenth amendment. The Court noted that "§ 4 of Article [of the Constitution authorized Con-
gress to regulate primary as well as general elections. . . where the primary is by law made an
integral part of the election machinery." Smith v. Allwright, 321 U.S. at 659-60 (quoting United
States v. Classic, 313 U.S. at 316-18). In Flagg Bros. v. Brooks, 436 U.S. 149, 158 (1978), Justice
Rehnquist emphasized that the special consideration given by Congress to secure the right to vote
distinguishes the white primary cases from the typical state action cases.
104. 345 U.S. 461 (1953).
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and at the same time to escape the Fifteenth Amendment's [restrictions]."' 0 5
As Justice Rehnquist has pointed out, the rationale of this case "may be sub-
ject to some dispute"'1 6 because "the majority in Terry produced three sepa-
rate opinions, none of which commanded a majority of the Court."'
10 7
Arguably it is a public function case, but the Court has recently recognized
that the white primary cases are given "special consideration [due] to the fact
that Congress . . has made special provision to protect equal access to the
ballot. ' 108 In short, it is the nature of the power to elect representatives that
peculiarly justifies the results reached by the Court in the white primary
cases. 1
09
The white primary cases supplement the approach of Justice Harlan, who
insisted that the requisite state action must be affirmative and purposeful, ac-
tively fostering discrimination unless there is a basis to find that private per-
sons were acting under color of law because they were engaged jointly with
state officials in wrongs prohibited by the Reconstruction amendments 1°
The cases also support the approach of Professor Ely, who insists upon a rep-
resentation-reinforcing theory of judicial review. t t The white primary cases
cannot be cited persuasively to support either Professor Choper's power theory
or the general proposition, discussed in the next section, that mere permissive-
ness or tolerance, standing alone, is the kind of state action that makes the
state blameworthy for private wrongdoing."t
2
D. Mere Authorization of the Challenged Practice Is Not State Action
"It should be clear," Glennon and Nowak write, "that a state may be
connected to the asserted deprivation [of constitutional rights] by its tolerance
of the challenged practice as well as by its positive acts." 113 In other words,
the Reconstruction amendments do "not require the judiciary to determine
whether a state has 'acted,' but whether a state has 'deprived' someone of a
guaranteed right."" 4 This theory, which has never been adopted explicitly by
105. Id. at 463-64.
106. Flagg Bros. v. Brooks, 436 U.S. at 158.
107. Id. at 158 n.6.
108. Id. n.7. See also note 103 supra.
109. "Although the [white primary] cases are frequently referred to in discussions of the public
function approach. . . they may represent a distinctive, separable line of development." G. Gun-
ther, Constitutional Law: Cases and Materials 998 (10th ed. 1980).
110. See text accompanying notes 10-16 supra.
11. For an exposition of the representation-reinforcing theory of review, see generally J. Ely,
supra note 102.
112. Aside from the fact that the right to vote without distinction on the basis of color or race
is arguably a constitutional right that exists independently of the reconstruction amendments-
owing to a representation-reinforcing theory of judicial review and to article I, sections 2 & 4-
Congress has in fact enacted special legislation to secure the right. See 42 U.S.C. § 1971(a)(1)
(1976); see notes 103 & 108 supra. Therefore, the issue is the scope of Congress' enforcement
power rather than the power of the Court acting on its own to enforce the self-executing aspects of
the amendments.
113. Glennon & Nowak, A Functional Analysis of the Fourteenth Amendment "State Action"
Requirement, 1976 Sup. Ct. Rev. 221, 229.
114. Id.
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the Court, entails finding state action whenever a state's inaction facilitates a
private wrong. Indeed, the difference between a public and private wrong dis-
appears. The difficulty with the "functional theory" of Glennon and Nowak is
that it does not respect federalism. In this and other respects the functional
theory bears a strong resemblance to Professor Tribe's conception of the state
action requirement.
In the typical "mere authorization" case a judicial remedy is sought not
only against the state but also against a private person."I5 Sometimes, relief is
sought only against a private person who is said to stand in the shoes of the
state.116 The functional theory propounds the fiction that a private person's
motivation is to be considered as if it were also the state's motivation. But it is
an extravagant fiction to presume that the state is responsible for an individ-
ual's action if there is no causal connection between the state's action and the
challenged practice. Obviously, in cases involving discrimination against mi-
norities, the theory fares even worse. When a state statute or practice is chal-
lenged under the equal protection clause, the challenger must show an illicit,
official motivation, or at least an intent to classify on the basis of a disfavored
trait.1 7 But the "functional" or "mere authorization" theory permits litigants
to prevail over private wrongdoers without a showing that officials have either
a hostile intent or an intent to discriminate invidiously. The incongruity is
patent.
The "mere authorization" theory also asks too much of the courts, As
one commentator writes, it "would delegate to federal judges the power to
implement the vague mandate of the due process clause [and allow federal
judges to speak] the final word about the validity of virtually all transactions
between individuals."' 1' 8 The theory, therefore, not only obliterates the dis-
tinction between private and state action, it empowers the federal courts to
preempt state law. At best, the theory operates to coerce states to make law
that conforms to the values of the federal judiciary. This approach does not
respect the delicate federal-state balance that counsels judicial restraint except
in cases of clear error. As Justice Harlan pointed out, the courts are empow-
ered to correct unconstitutional laws or systematic maladministration but are
not empowered to compel states to enact legislation." 19
An important issue that frequently has divided the Justices of the United
States Supreme Court is whether a person who desires to exclude blacks from
his property or who refuses to deal with blacks can enlist the aid of the state to
enforce his decision. The answer would seem to be clear. A personal
prejudice by definition denotes the state of mind of the person holding such a
predilection, and his decisions are not necessarily the responsibility of the
115. See, e.g., Moose Lodge No. 107 v. Irvis, 407 U.S. 163 (1972); Burton v. Wilmington Park-
ing Auth., 365 U.S. 715 (1961).
116. See, e.g., Reitman v. Mulkey, 387 U.S. 369 (1967); Terry v. Adams, 345 U.S. 461 (1953).
117. See, e.g., Personnel Adm'r v. Feeney, 442 U.S. 256 (1979); Arlington Heights v. Metro-
politan Hous. Dev. Corp., 429 U.S. 252 (1977); Washington v. Davis, 426 U.S. 229 (1976).
118. Choper, supra note 68, at 762.
119. Adickes v. S.H. Kress & Co., 398 U.S. 144, 167 n.39 (1970).
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state. The mere fact that the state has failed to interfere with the private per-
son's use of his property and then affirmatively acts when called upon to pro-
tect his interest should not be a constitutional violation. Yet, Supreme Court
opinions like Shelley v. Kraemer,t20 Burton v. Wilmington Parking Authori y
21
and Reitman v. Mulkey,' 22 if read broadly, hold that a state's failure to pro-
hibit racial discrimination encourages such discrimination and involves the
state in action contrary to the fourteenth amendment's equal protection clause.
Since this line of cases threatens to destroy the dichotomy between state and
private action, each case has been limited closely to its facts, and for good
reason. The Court's rationale in each of the cases is deficient and
unprincipled. 123
Shelley v. Kraemer is the ultimate threat to a coherent state action doc-
trine. Chief Justice Vinson's opinion has been criticized by one commentator
after another.' 24 It is -the quintessential hard case that makes bad law. The
Shelleys, a black couple, purchased a home from Josephine Fitzgerald. 25
Kraemer, a neighbor, sought an injunction to prevent the couple from taking
possession of the property and a judgment to divest them of title.126 Kraemer
was attempting to enforce his vested property rights, which would have been
nullified by the transfer of title to the Shelleys. His rights, however, stemmed
from the infamous restrictive covenant device, a common method that at the
time of his lawsuit was used conspiratorially to prevent blacks and other mi-
norities from purchasing homes in restricted neighborhoods. The Supreme
Court of Missouri rendered judgment for Kraemer.127 The state court held
that the restrictive covenant, however discriminatory, "does not contravene the
guarantees of the Constitution of the United States, . . . [and therefore not]
[t]o sustain [Kraemer's] claim would be to deny the parties to such an agree-
ment one of the fundamental privileges of citizenship, access to the courts."'
28
The judicial enforcement of private covenants, obviously, constitutes govern-
mental action. But can the state be blamed for the private decisions of Krae-
mer and the original co-covenantors who agreed in 1911 to exclude blacks for
120. 334 U.S. 1 (1948).
121. 365 U.S. 715 (1961).
122. 387 U.S. 369 (1967).
123. See text accompanying notes 145-74 infra.
124. See, e.g., Wechsler, Toward Neutral Principles of Constitutional Law, 73 Harv. L. Rev. 1,
29-31 (1959). It is difficult to imagine a commentary discussing the state action concept which
does not discuss Shelley v. Kraemer. For citations of pre-1965 articles critical of Chief Justice
Vinson's opinion, see Van Alstyne, supra note 49, at 231 n.34. See also L. Tribe, supra note 20, at
1156, 1168-70; Choper, note 68 supra; Haber, Notes on the Limits of Shelley v. Kraemer, 18
Rutgers L. Rev. 811 (1964).
125. 334 U.S. at 5. The trial court found that the title to the property that the Shelleys sought
to purchase was actually held by a real estate dealer named Bishop who acted as agent for the
Shelleys and concealed the fact of his ownership. Id. n.1. Apparently, Bishop intentionally at-
tempted to avoid the covenant which restricted him from selling the property to blacks who in-
tended to occupy the premises. The Shelleys had constructive notice of the restriction. See
Kraemer v. Shelley, 355 Mo. 814, 823, 198 S.W.2d 679, 683 (1947).
126. 334 U.S. at 6.
127. Id.
128. 355 Mo. at 823, 198 S.W.2d at 683.
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a period of fifty years?' 29
There was no evidence that the original co-covenantors were required by
law to enter into the restrictive agreement. Nor is there any evidence that
Kraemer was acting under any compulsion of state law or custom having the
force of law. He was simply requesting the state court to protect his property
rights. There was no evidence that it was the purpose of the state courts to
foster racially restrictive covenants, although the state's common law permit-
ted private persons to utilize these discriminatory devices, which required di-
vestment of the title of any person who used his property in violation of the
challenged restriction.
130
The Supreme Court of the United States nevertheless held that the state
court's enforcement of the restrictive covenant was prohibited by the four-
teenth amendment.13' A major flaw in the Court's logic was its conclusion
that the "restrictive agreements standing alone cannot be regarded as violative
of any rights . . . [until] secured . . . by judicial enforcement by state
courts."1 32 But as Justice Harlan once observed, "a choice that can be en-
forced only by resort to 'self-help' has certainly become a greatly diluted right,
ifit has not indeed been totally destroyed."' 33 In no circumstance would Jus-
tice Harlan accept an approach that would balance the interest of the property
owner against the interest of the victim of racial discrimination.' 3 4 Justice
Harlan wrote
[a]n individual's right to restrict the use of his property, however un-
regenerate a particular exercise of that right may be thought, lies be-
yond the reach of the Fourteenth Amendment. The dilution or
virtual elimination of that right cannot well be justified either on the
premise that it will hasten formal repeal of outworn segregation laws
or on the ground that it will facilitate proof of state action in cases of
this kind.1
35
Even if a statute required racial discrimination, as opposed to authorizing pri-
vate persons to do as they please, Justice Harlan would not necessarily decide
in favor of a victim of discrimination, which is not to say that a statute requir-
ing racial discrimination is constitutional. The plaintiff would have to show
129. 334 U.S. at 19-23.
130. Peterson v. City of Greenville, 373 U.S. 244, 249 (1963) (Harlan, J., concurring) (citation
omitted).
131. 334 U.S. at 10.
132. Id. at 13. See Part II infra for a discussion of congressional power to prohibit restrictive
covenants.
133. 373 U.S. at 252 (Harlan, J., concurring in the result).
134. See, e.g., Glennon & Nowak, supra note 113; Henkin, Shelley v. Kraemer: Notes for a
Revised Opinion, 110 U. Pa. L. Rev. 473, 496 (1962); Horowitz, Fourteenth Amendment Aspects
of Racial Discrimination in "Private" Housing, 52 Calif. L. Rev. 1, 12-20 (1964); Morris & Powe,
Constitutional and Statutory Rights to Open Housing, 44 Wash. L. Rev. 1, 13-56 (1968); Quinn,
State Action: A Pathology and a Proposed Cure, 64 Calif. L. Rev. 146 (1976), Thompson, Piercing
the Veil of State Action: The Revisionist Theory and A Mythical Application to Self-Help Repos-
session, 1977 Wis. L. Rev. I.
135. 373 U.S. at 252 (Harlan, J., concurring).
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how the statute caused him harm.1 36 Therefore, Justice Harlan insisted that a
victim of private discrimination must also prove that the challenged discrimi-
nation was at least significantly influenced by the state law.'
37
Justice Harlan conceded that when victims of private discrimination sue
officials because legislation requires racial discrimination, the mere existence
of the statute constitutes a prima facie case of invalid state action, "casting
upon the State the burden of proving that the exclusion was in fact the product
solely of private choice."'138 But no such burden should be imposed on the
state in Shelley v. Kraemer situations. In Shelley the common law was merely
permissive, not mandatory, and the initial question therefore now must be
"was the discriminatory exclusion in fact influenced by the law?"' 139 In other
words, was the state culpable?
Decisions subsequent to Shelley indicate the Court is unwilling to hold
across the board that a state court's enforcement of a property owner's deci-
sion to discriminate places the property owner in the shoes of the state and
subjects him to the prohibitions of the fourteenth amendment. For example,
in the several "sit-in cases"140 dealing with the convictions of protesting blacks
who refused to leave privately owned premises, the Court refused repeatedly
to rely on Shelley. This reluctance, as Professor Gunther has noted, "sug-
gested that more state involvement than even-handed enforcement of private
biases was necessary to find unconstitutional state action."'
4 '
Justice Black dissented in the sit-in cases and attempted to limit the scope
of Shelley. He noted that the divestment by the state court of the Shelleys' title
violated the Civil Rights Act of 1866.142 He also argued that the reason judi-
136. See Simon v. Eastern Ky. Welfare Rights Org., 426 U.S. 26 (1976) (standing to sue case,
which stresses importance of causal connection between wrong and injury).
137. Peterson v. City of Greenville, 373 U.S. 244, 252 (1963) (Harlan, J., concurring).
138. Id. at 253.
139. Id. at 252.
140. See cases cited in note 31 supra. See also Bell v. Maryland, 378 U.S. 226 (1964), and
other "sit-in" cases discussed in Paulsen, The Sit-In Cases of 1964: "But Answer Come There
None," 1964 Sup. Ct. Rev. 137; J. Greenberg, Judicial Process and Social Change: Constitutional
Litigation--Cases and Materials 146-96 (1977).
141. G. Gunther, supra note 109, at 1006.
142. Bell v. Maryland, 378 U.S. 226, 329-30 (1964) (Black, J., dissenting). This is a sound
distinction. Section two of the Civil Rights Act of 1866 was meant to prevent state officials from
enforcing concerted action by individuals who desired to deprive blacks of their basic civil rights
to acquire property. Senator Lane explained the object Congress had in mind:
But why do we legislate on this subject now? Simply because we fear and have
reason to fear that the emancipated slaves would not have their rights in the courts of the
Slave States. The State courts already have jurisdiction of every single question that we
propose to give to the courts of the United States ... [but] we fear the execution of these
laws if left to the state courts.
Cong. Globe, 39th Cong., 1st Sess. 602 (1866).
Congress recognized that it could not count upon the entire Southern populace-which
shared so many values contrary to the provisions of the Civil Rights Act of 1866-to obey its
provisions. The solution was to supervise the states when the validity of private discrimination,
pursuant to custom, was tested in state courts. See generally G. Leedes, The Framing of the
Thirteenth Amendment (unpublished manuscript). Charles Fairman has taken issue with the
breadth of my interpretation of the Civil Rights Act of 1866. He denies that the Act reaches
private persons, but his understanding is consistent with the result of Shelley v. Kraemer. Fairman
writes:
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cial enforcement of the restrictive covenants in Shelley was deemed state ac-
tion was attributable to the state's interference with a transaction in which one
party was willing to buy a property that the other was willing to sell.
143
In Bell v. Maryland, as in Shelley, there was no suggestion that the state
had pressured any private person to discriminate on grounds of race. But the
state "acted" by imposing criminal punishment on the blacks who trespassed
on the private property of a restaurant that served the public but excluded
blacks. The issue, which the Court took care to avoid in each of the "sit-in
cases" of 1963 and 1964, was whether a statute that authorizes but does not
require racial discrimination is sufficient state involvement to impose on the
privat~e discriminator the restrictions of the fourteenth amendment. At the
time only Justices Harlan, Black and White were willing to say clearly that it
did not. 44 But the Court hedged and was unwilling to say that it did. Al-
though the Court's avoidance of the merits in the sit-in cases has been justly
criticized, its refusal to invoke Shelley is understandable. Shelley, in the words
of Professor Wechsler, is an "ad hoe [determination] of [a] narrow [problem]
yielding no neutral principles for. . . extension or support."'
45
The point is simply this: Up to the time the Thirteenth Amendment was adopted,
the individual's status-his civil rights-depended upon State law. Some Democrats
contended that the Thirteenth Amendment did no more than to remove the shackles
from the slave-leaving him simply naked, his status to be fixed by the law of the State.
The Republicans asserted that it did more than that. In the debates on the Civil Rights
Bill. . . the main theme was that the freedman must be protected against invidious laws.
Report to Harvard University Press on Professor Gary C. Leedes' manuscript, The Framing of the
Thirteenth Amendment 14 (undated).
Because the laws of the state include state common law, it appears that Shelley was correctly
decided. The Civil Rights Act of 1866, which was enacted pursuant to the thirteenth amendment,
prohibited state courts from enforcing laws that deprive blacks of their civil rights.
143. Bell v. Maryland, 378 U.S. at 331 (Black, J., dissenting). The Shelley Court did indeed
note that "petitioners were willing purchasers of properties [and] . . . [t]he owners of the proper-
ties were willing sellers." 334 U.S. at 19. But this distinction is weak, if not disingenuous. The
seller, a real estate dealer, knew that he did not have a complete bundle of rights to convey.
Justice Black also equated the restrictive covenant device in Shelley with a municipal zoning
law that operated to accomplish racial discrimination. 378 U.S. at 329 (Black, J., dissenting).
Although this rationale was urged in the briefs, as Justice Black points out, id. at 329 n.16, the
Shelley Court did not adopt it.
144. Joining in Justice Black's dissent in Bell v. Maryland were Justices Harlan and White.
378 U.S. at 318-46.
145. Wechsler, supra note 124, at 31. Professor Van Alstyne has argued that New York Times
Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254 (1964), supports the finding of the requisite state action in the sit-in
cases such as Bell v. Maryland. Van Alstyne, supra note 49, at 227-30. In New York Times, the
Court held that the state's power to award damages in a libel action brought by a public official
against the Times violated the first and fourteenth amendments. 376 U.S. at 265-92. Van Alstyne
points out that the citizens who file such suits "are neither encouraged nor coerced by the state" to
file suit. Van Alstyne, supra, at 228. But New York Times is quite different from the "mere
authorization" cases.
The Court did not suggest that Sullivan, who brought the suit, was a wrongdoer subject to the
restrictions of the fourteenth amendment. Nor did the Court suggest that Sullivan did anything
wrong. Sullivan was a victim, not a wrongdoer. But the state's common law was unconstitutional,
inter alla, because it chilled freedom of expression. In other words, the state's common law was
invalid not because it encouraged, coerced or authorized an evil comprehended by the first
amendment, but because the law itself violated a specific prohibition of the Constitution. The
violation was the state's enforcement of a libel law that was unconstitutional on its face (without
regard to private action). When the state law itself is challenged as being unconstitutional on its
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Burton v. Wilmington Parking Authority1 4 6 is another case that does not
rest on principle. In fact, Justice Clark's opinion seems to proclaim that the ad
hoc determination of state action problems is a virtue. Implicated in the case
was a Delaware statute,' 47 a restatement of Delaware's common law' 4 8 -that
facially was race neutral. Burton, a black who was denied service by the Eagle
restaurant solely because of his race,' 49 alleged through counsel that the res-
taurant was the instrumentality of the state.150 Counsel also argued that the
statute, as construed by the Supreme Court of Delaware, "authorize[d] exclu-
sion of [Burton] because he is a Negro without any evidence of his offensive-
ness to other customers or of injury to business."'15 Counsel's argument was
murky, and the opinion of the Supreme Court of Delaware, insofar as it con-
strued the statute, was ambiguous. The Court's opinion de-emphasized the
importance of the state statute 52 that, in Justice Stewart's view, "authoriz[ed]
discriminatory classification based exclusively on color."' 153 If that had been
so, Justice Harlan would have been prepared to strike down the enactment
and to enjoin the Eagle restaurant from discriminating if its policy of racial
discrimination were not solely the product of its owner's choice.154 The Court,
however, took a circuitous route and engaged in a process of "sifting facts and
weighing circumstances."' 1 5 The Court found the requisite significant in-
volvement of the state with the restaurant. As Professor Lewis has stated, "It
would be futile, indeed it would completely disregard the Court's admonition,
to attempt to state the principle of law that emerges from or governs this
case."' 56 The case has been cited as an endorsement of the established princi-
ple that a private person jointly participating157 with a state agency in racial
discrimination stands in the shoes of the state. But just what there was in the
record that added up to joint participation is anyone's guess.' 58
face by a party with standing to raise the constitutional issue, a true state action problem is not
presented.
A somewhat related line of cases involving challenges of conceded state action, not discussed
in this Article, include Gilmore v. City of Montgomery, 417 U.S. 556 (1974) (Court enjoined
racially neutral state aid which took the form of allowing segregated private schools exclusive use
of public recreational facilities); Norwood v. Harrison, 413 U.S. 455 (1973) (violation of equal
protection for a state to lend textbooks to students who attend racially segregated schools).
146. 365 U.S. 715 (1961).
147. Del. Code Ann. tit. 24, § 1501 (rev. ed. 1974). The statute provides in pertinent part: "No
keeper of an inn ... or restaurant ... shall be obliged, by law, to furnish ... refreshment to
persons [who] . . .would be offensive to the major part of his customers and would injure his
business." See 365 U.S. at 717 n.l.
148. Wilmington Parking Auth. v. Burton, 39 Del. Ch. 10, 22, 157 A.2d 894, 902 (1960).
149. Burton v. Wilmington Parking Auth., 365 U.S. 715, 716 (1961).
150. Brief for Appellant at 6, Burton v. Wilmington Parking Auth., 365 U.S. 715 (1961).
151. Id. at 8.
152. See 365 U.S. at 721.
153. Id. at 727 (Stewart, J., concurring) (emphasis added).
154. See id. at 729-30 (Harlan, J., dissenting).
155. Id. at 722.
156. Lewis, Burton Y. Wilmington Parking Authority-A Case Without Precedent, 61 Colum.
L. Rev. 1458, 1462 (1961).
157. L. Tribe, supra note 20, at 1160.
158. The courts have found joint participation when the state elects "to place its power, prop-
erty and prestige behind the admitted discrimination." 365 U.S. at 725. See, e.g., Reitman v.
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The Court referred to numerous facts showing many contacts between
Eagle and the state.159 There was a lease, the premises were owned by the
state and the restaurant paid rent to the state, which rent the state used to
make the facility self-supporting. The state failed to require Eagle not to dis-
criminate. Furthermore, there was a tax exemption and many other factual
bits and pieces upon which the Court relied for its conclusion that the state has
"so far insinuated itself into a position of interdependence with Eagle that it
must be recognized as a joint participant in the challenged activity.' 160 But
did the Court simply count up all the contacts, or did it weigh the significance
of some or all of them? As Justice Harlan complained, the opinion leaves us
"completely at sea."' 161
The confusion was engendered in part by Justice Clark's words of caution
that specifically limited the precedential value of his holding to a lease by a
state "in the manner and for the purpose shown to have been the case
here." 162 But in other parts of the opinion, as Professor Lewis noted in exas-
peration, "the Justice had set out [all] the facts of the case in detail and his
words of caution apparently encompassed all of them."' 63 Therefore, once
again, the Court shied away from holding that a state law that merely autho-
rizes discrimination is sufficient state action to subject private persons who
discriminate to the restrictions of the fourteenth amendment.
Reitman v. Mulkey' 64 presented the Court with yet another opportunity to
hold that state action that merely permits racial discrimination makes the state
legally accountable for a private person's choice to discriminate. In Reitman
the Court almost bit the bullet. The Mulkeys sued under a California fair
housing law and alleged "that petitioners had refused to rent them an apart-
ment solely on account of their race."'165 Reitman moved for a summary judg-
ment 166 on the ground that the California constitution, as amended, repealed
the fair housing laws and prohibited the state, its agencies or subdivisions
from interfering with "the right of any person, who is willing or desires to sell,
lease or rent any part or all of his real property, to decline to sell, lease or rent
such property to such person or persons as he, in his absolute discretion
chooses."' 167
The Supreme Court of California, relying on Shelley v Kraemer, noted
Mulkey, 387 U.S. 369, 380 (1967) (quoting Burton v. Wilmington Parking Auth., 365 U.S. at 725);
Mulkey v. Reitman, 64 Cal. 2d 529, 541, 413 P.2d 825, 833, 50 Cal. Rptr. 881, 889 (1966). But as
Professor Cox has written, "One wonders.. . whether the Court gave enough thought to the
implications of placing so much reliance upon the psychological consequences of State action that
is otherwise constitutionally unassailable." A. Cox, supra note 5, at 46.
159. 365 U.S. at 722-25.
160. Id. at 725.
161. Id. at 728 (Harlan, 3., dissenting).
162. Id. at 726.
163. Lewis, supra note 156, at 1462.
164. 387 U.S. 369 (1967).
165. Id. at 372.
166. Id.
167. Id. at 371 (quoting Proposition 14 as submitted to the citizens of California in a statewide
ballot in 1964, which became art. I, § 26 of the California Constitution).
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that the state, by virtue of the constitutional amendment, had "lent its
processes to the achievement of discrimination even though that goal was not
within the state's purpose."' 168 Relying on Burton, the state court assumed that
"the prohibition [of the fourteenth amendment] extends to any racially dis-
criminatory act accomplished through the significant aid of any state agency,
even where the actor is a private citizen motivated by purely personal inter-
ests." 169 The state court also relied on dicta gleaned from Marsh and the
white primary cases.170 It held that California's constitutional amendment,
which repealed the fair housing laws, was affirmative legislation "which au-
thorized private discrimination 'and made the State at least a partner in the
instant act of discrimination,' ",171 and therefore a violator of the fourteenth
amendment. The California constitutional amendment was declared invalid,
and the summary judgment that the trial court had entered in Reitman's favor
was reversed.
The Supreme Court accepted the California Supreme Court's characteri-
zation of the purpose and effect of the amendment as if the California court
had merely made findings of fact that were not clearly erroneous. 172 This reli-
ance on the state court's "findings" was curious. The California court was
basically following its interpretation of Supreme Court decisions rather than
relying on any findings of fact that established hostile intent. But mischie-
vously, the Court deferred to the state court's "findings" instead of correcting
the state court's erroneous conception that it was required by the Constitution
to invalidate a mere authorization to discriminate. Because of the Court's def-
erence to the state court and its explanation that it was simply invalidating
legislation said to be motivated by illicit aims, the Supreme Court did not
clearly hold that "'state action' in the form of laws that do nothing more than
passively permit private discrimination . . . tinge all private discrimination
with the taint of unconstitutional state encouragement.'
73
Although the Court has never found state action from mere authorization,
Reftman v. Mulkey went to the brink. But the Court thereafter refused to take
the next step. It is now clear that the Court is unprepared to hold that (1) the
168. Mulkey v. Reitman, 64 Cal. 2d at 537, 413 P.2d at 831, 50 Cal. Rptr. at 887.
169. Id. at 538, 413 P.2d at 831, 50 Cal. Rptr. at 887.
170. Id. at 538-39, 413 P.2d at 831-32, 50 Cal. Rptr. at 887-88.
171. Reitman v. Mulkey, 387 U.S. at 375 (quoting Mulkey v. Reitman, 64 Cal. 2d at 543, 413
P.2d at 834, 50 Cal. Rptr. at 890).
172. Professor Cox wrote:
The explanation offered in Justice White's opinion for the Court was that...
[s]ufficient involvement to bring the fourteenth amendment into play apparently follows
from significant encouragement, and what is significant encouragement is treated as at
least partly a question of fact. It is hard to believe that even Justice White took this part
of his opinion very seriously.
A. Cox, supra note 5, at 44. My position is that significant encouragement in certain cases can be a
question of fact, but that in Re//man no facts were disputed and "It]here was no finding.. . that
the defendants' actions were anything but the product of their own private choice." Reitman v.
Mulkey, 387 U.S. at 390 (Harlan, J., dissenting). In other words, the Court simply deferred to the
state supreme court's "legal conclusion as to federal constitutional law." Id. at 391.
173. Reitman v. Mulkey, 387 U.S. at 394-95 (Harlan, J., dissenting). It opened up this possi-
bility, but tantalizing dictum is no substitute for a specific holding.
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mere repeal of a fair housing law is itself a state action that denies equal pro-
tection or that (2) the states are required to enact fair housing laws and other
civil rights legislation to outlaw racial discrimination. 174 The Court since Reit-
man v. Mulkey has been drawing back from the brink, and the state action line
drawn by the Civil Rights Cases seems more firmly in place.
Several developments diminished the pressure on the Court to blur the
state action line any further. First, Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer Co. ,75 which
increased the number of rights that could be secured by legislation enacted
under the thirteenth amendment, produced results consistent with the de-
mands for racial justice. Second, civil rights legislation enacted by the Con-
gress during the 1960s changed the nature of the state action question. 176 The
issue became whether Congress could reach private persons when states were
unwilling or unable to protect fourteenth amendment rights. The scope and
reach of section five of the fourteenth amendment, which empowers Congress
to remedy violations of fourteenth amendment rights, was therefore the focus
of the Court's inquiry. 17 7 Finally, new Justices who have more respect for the
line drawn in the Civil Rights Cases have been appointed. The Burger Court
has been relying on the guidelines articulated by the second Justice Harlan to
locate the point where the character of state involvement becomes constitu-
tionally significant. Since the Court has drawn back from the brink it reached
in Reitman v. Mulkey, it is safe to say that the Court has never held squarely
that the fourteenth amendment empowers courts to impose sanctions on pri-
vate persons merely because the state authorizes or fails to prohibit the chal-
lenged private behavior.
E. The Burger Court and the State Action Doctrine
Chief Justice Burger was commissioned and sworn in on June 23, 1969.178
Evans v. Abney 179 was argued November 12 and 13, 1969, and decided Janu-
ary 26, 1970.180 The Court held that the trial court's judgment in favor of
Senator Bacon's trustees, which was affirmed by the Supreme Court of Geor-
gia, was not state judicial action that violated the rights of blacks.18' After the
Supreme Court had earlier ruled that land that had been conveyed under a
testamentary trust to the city for the express purpose of providing a park solely
for white persons must be treated as a public institution subject to the four-
teenth amendment, ' 82 the trustees claimed that the land had reverted to Sena-
174. Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan Housing Corp., 429 U.S. 252 (1977) (Court required
proof of an unconstitutional, racially discriminatory purpose in a case involving a request to re-
zone); Cf. Jefferson v. Hackney, 406 U.S. 535 (1972) (Court rejected claim of de facto racial dis-
crimination in the welfare benefits context).
175. 392 U.S. 409 (1968).
176. See, e.g., 18 U.S.C. § 245 (1976).
177. See Part II of this Article.
178. 396 U.S. III n.*. (Oct. Term 1969).
179. 396 U.S. 435 (1970).
180. Id.
181. Id. at 437.
182. Evans v. Newton, 382 U.S. 296 (1966).
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tor Bacon's heirs by operation of law. Black intervenors and the Attorney
General of Georgia argued that the trust should be saved by applying the
state's cypres doctrine to amend the terms of the will by striking the racial
restrictions. 8 3 This argument, if accepted, would have paved the way for inte-
gration of the park. The Georgia courts rejected this argument and, relying on
Georgia law, held that the trust property had by operation of law reverted to
the heirs of Senator Bacon.184 The Court affirmed the state court judgment.1
8 5
The Court's signal was strong, and the state action concept once again became
a meaningful limitation on the power of the federal courts.
The Court held that the Georgia courts were neutral and did not violate
the fourteenth amendment simply by effectuating the terms of the will. 8 6 Jus-
tice Black, who wrote the opinion of the Court, stressed the language of Sena-
tor Bacon's will that "shows that the racial restrictions were solely the product
of the testator's own full-blown social philosophy."' 8 7 The Justice rejected the
argument that the state court's action conflicted with its obligation to comply
with the constitutional command against racial segregation.' 88 "The Court's 5
to 2 decision. . . demonstrated that Shelley had not barred all state involve-
ment in enforcing private restrictions on property."' 89
Justice Brennan, dissenting, wrote that Reitman v. Mulkey compelled "a
finding of discriminatory state action."'190 Justice Brennan believed that Reit-
man "announced the basic principle that a State acts in violation of the Equal
Protection Clause when it singles out racial discrimination for particular en-
couragement, and thereby gives it a special preferred status. . . even though
the State does not itself impose or compel segregation."' 91 Justice Black's
opinion, however, did not mention Reitman v. Mulkey, and subsequent deci-
sions have culminated in, the revitalization of the principle that ordinarily the
state itself must deliberately and actively foster, if not compel, the interference
with fourteenth amendment rights. The Court emphasized "compulsion" in
Flagg Brothers v. Brooks,192 an approach that was foreshadowed in Moose
Lodge No. 107 v. IrVis 19 3 and Jackson v. Metropolitan Edison Co. 194
In Moose Lodge the Court considered the constitutional validity of a
club's discriminatory policies toward its members' guests. Irvis, a black, had
been refused service at the club's dining room and bar solely because of his
race. "He claimed that because the Pennsylvania liquor board had issued...
Moose Lodge a private club license that authorized the sale of alcoholic bever-
183. Evans v. Abney, 396 U.S. 435, 438-39 (1970).
184. Id. at 439.
185. Id. at 448.
186. Id. at 445-56.
187. Id. at 445.
188. Id. at 444-47.
189. G. Gunther, supra note 109, at 1004.
190. 396 U.S. at 457 (Brennan, J., dissenting).
191. Id.
192. 436 U.S. 149 (1978).
193. 407 U.S. 163 (1972).
194. 419 U.S. 345 (1974).
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ages on its premises, the refusal of service to him was 'state action'....,1
Writing for the Court, Justice Rehnquist noted that "where the impetus for the
discrimination is private, the State must have 'significantly involved itself with
invidious discriminations.' "196 After studying what the lower court consid-
ered to be the "'pervasive' nature of the regulation of private clubs,"' 197 the
Court held that "[h]owever detailed this type of regulation may be in some
particulars, it cannot be said to in any way foster or encourage racial discrimi-
nation."198 The Court distinguished between a regulation that requires the
club to discriminate and a regulation that permits it to do as it pleases. 199
In Jackson, after a privately owned utility company terminated her elec-
tricity service, the petitioner claimed that the action, which was "allowed by a
provision of its general tariff filed with the [Pennsylvania Public Utility] Com-
mission, constituted 'state action' depriving her of property. '200 The utility
was heavily regulated and enjoyed "at least a partial monopoly in the provid-
ing of electrical service within its territory."' 20 ' The Commission, however, did
not specifically consider the provision in the general tariff that "states Metro-
politan's right to terminate service for nonpayment." 202 But the Commission
did approve Metropolitan's general tariff, albeit in a perfunctory way. The
Court held:
All of petitioner's arguments taken together show no more than
that Metropolitan was a heavily regulated, privately owned utility,
enjoying at least a partial monopoly in the providing of electrical
service within its territory, and that it elected to terminate service to
petitioner in a manner which the Pennsylvania Public Utility Com-
mission found permissible under state law. Under our decision this
is not sufficient to connect the State of Pennsylvania with respon-
dent's action so as to make the latter's conduct attributable to the
state for purposes of the Fourteenth Amendment.
203
In short, evidence merely showing that the state had authorized and approved
of private conduct would not support a finding of state action. Moreover,
there is no state action "where the commission has not put its own weight on
the side of the proposed practice by ordering it.' '2°4 Finally, contacts between
the utility and the state for purposes of finding significant involvement or joint
participation apparently may be examined seriatim rather than in the
aggregate. 2
05
In his dissent Justice Marshall complained, "The Court has not adopted
195. 407 U.S. at 165.
196. Id. at 173 (citation omitted).
197. Id. at 176.
198. Id. at 176-77.
199. Id. at 178-79.
200. 419 U.S. at 348.
201. Id. at 358.
202. Id. at 354 (footnote omitted).
203. Id. at 358.
204. Id. at 357 (emphasis added).
205. Id. at 360 (Douglas, J., dissenting).
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the notion. . . that different standards should apply to state action analysis
when different constitutional claims are presented. ' 20 6 He went on to write,
Thus, the majority's analysis would seemingly apply as well to a
company that refused to extend service to Negroes, welfare recipi-
ents, or any other group that the company preferred, for its own rea-
sons, not to serve. I cannot believe that this Court would hold that
the State's involvement with the utility company was not sufficient to
impose upon the company an obligation to meet the constitutional
mandate of nondiscrimination. Yet nothing in the analysis of the
majority opinion suggests otherwise.
20 7
Like Justice Marshall, I see nothing in the Court's opinion to suggest that the
state is more significantly involved simply because persons victimized by a
company's action happen to be black or are welfare recipients. Nor do I see
any sliding scale of state action analysis that is calibrated to the nondiscrimi-
nation principle implicit in the equal protection clause. The Court has made it
clear that its state action analysis involves virtually no ad hoc balancing of
competing interests and that the threshold issue presents a technical question
that focuses almost exclusively on whether the state had a "sufficiently close
nexus"'208 with the challenged practice to make the alleged wrongdoer's con-
duct "attributable to the State for purposes of the Fourteenth Amendment."
20 9
In Flagg Brothers the Court's approach followed very closely the guide-
lines of Justice Harlan, and the wavering line between state and private action
first established in the Civil Rights Cases was more firmly drawn. A ware-
houseman attempted to take full advantage of New York's uniform commer-
cial code provision2 10 that permitted, authorized and perhaps encouraged a
lien holder to sell a bailor's goods as a self-help measure. Respondent Brooks
initiated a class action "under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, seeking damages, an injunc-
tion against the threatened sale of her belongings, and the declaration that
such a sale pursuant to § 7-210 [of the Uniform Commercial Code] would
violate the Due Process and Equal Protection Clauses of the Fourteenth
Amendment." 21' The Court rejected the argument that "Flagg Brothers' pro-
posed action is properly attributable to the State because the State has author-
ized and encouraged it in enacting § 7-2l0.
' 212
It would be difficult to deny that the legislation challenged was not an
affirmative act intended to encourage the warehouseman to conduct himself as
he did. Still, the threshold question remains: Was his sale of respondent
Brooks' goods fairly attributable to the State of New York? The Court chose
not to follow the far-reaching implications of Shelley, Burton and Reitman in
deciding this issue. Justice Rehnquist, who wrote the Court's opinion, pro-
206. Id. at 373-74 (Marshall, J., dissenting) (citation omitted).
207. Id. at 374.
208. Id. at 351 (majority opinion).
209. Id. at 358.
210. N.Y. Uniform Commercial Code Law § 7-210 (McKinney 1964).
211. 436 U.S. at 153.
212. Id. at 164.
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claimed that "[o]ur cases state 'that a State is responsible for the. . . act of a
private party'when the State, by its law, has compelled the act.' "213 In other
words, the Court is insisting that the complainant show, at least, that but for
the state's active and purposeful pressure fostering the alleged invasion of in-
dividual rights, the wrong would not have occurred.
Professor Tribe vigorously contends that the search for the "moving hand
of a governmental actor"214 participating or significantly involved with the
private actor "injects a wholly arbitrary element into constitutional analy-
sis."'215 However, it clearly was not the intention of the framers of the four-
teenth amendment to displace the political process with federal judges Nvho
would have the last word on disputes concerning creditors' rights, the service
of electricity and a club's guest policies. Indeed, the Court lacks power to
protect fourteenth and fifteenth amendment rights unless there is a basis to
impute or ascribe the harm that has occurred to the state. It is contrary to the
spirit and structure of the Constitution to transfer the protection of civil rights
from the states to the federal courts if the state is not culpably implicated in a
private person's invasion of another individual's rights.
The Court in the Civil Rights Cases recognized this fact of political life:
The strong frequently victimize the weak, but unless it is shown that a state
has participated in the alleged wrongful action, pressured a responsive private
person to engage in the act or has abdicated its sovereign duty to perform
functions traditionally and exclusively performed by the government, the fed-
eral courts have no power to intervene. In short, the state must be deemed
blameworthy for what it did, or there is not present the kind of state action
addressed by the Reconstruction amendments. States generally may permit
private persons to do as they please, and the abuse by an unregenerate individ-
ual of his liberty, standing alone, does not impose vicarious responsibility on
the government. Whether the Congress' reach extends further than the
Court's into the sphere of private action remains to be discussed.
II. THE STATE ACTION LIMIT ON CONGRESSIONAL POWER
A. Introduction to State Action Limits on Congressional Power
It is well established that Congress has power to amplify and elaborate
upon the self-executing provisions of the Reconstruction amendments. But
what are the limits of this power of elaboration? Once again, discussion ap-
propriately begins with the Civil Rights Cases.216 The decision restricts the
power of Congress under section five of the fourteenth amendment to the cor-
rection of "State laws and State acts." 217 The Constitution, the Court ex-
plained, "does not invest Congress with the power to legislate upon subjects
213. Id. (emphasis added) (quoting Adickes v. S.H. Kress & Co., 398 U.S. 144, 170 (1970)).
214. L. Tribe, supra note 20, at 105 (Supp. 1979).
215. Id. at 107.
216. 109 U.S. 3 (1883).
217. Id. at 11.
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which are within the domain of State legislation; but to provide modes of relief
against State legislation, or State action, of the kind. . .[which] are subver-
sive of the fundamental rights specified in the amendment."
218
Justice Bradley announced what appeared to be a hard and fast rule. But
the appearance is deceptive, and the distinction between state and private ac-
tion turns out to be a directive principle on a higher level of abstraction than a
rule. Justice Bradley's admonitions beg the most important question: What
kind of state action can be deemed by Congress as subversive of rights speci-
fied in the amendments? Answers to questions about the requisite kind of
state action turn on (1) findings of primary legislative facts (for example, what
conditions exist), (2) classification of congeries of primary facts into categories
of secondary or operative facts (for example, is the condition that exists the
kind of evil that Congress can remedy), (3) interpretation of the Reconstruc-
tion amendments and (4) application of rules and principles of constitutional
law to the secondary fact categories that constitute the operative predicate for
a given rule or principle. Different people will assess these considerations dif-
ferently, and the decision maker's value judgments often dictate what primary
facts are relevant and which of two or more competing constitutional norms
are controlling.
"[I]n a variety of legal contexts it . . .make[s] a difference whether a
problem is posed as a problem of classification or of interpretation. ' 219 This is
surely the situation when the Court is presented with a challenge to congres-
sional legislation enacted under the enforcement clauses of the Reconstruction
amendments. For example, if Congress classifies a pattern of state court judg-
ments as state action subversive of fourteenth amendment rights, is the "find-
ing" a secondary fact or an interpretation of the Constitution? These are
technical questions that one would expect the Court in the final analysis to
decide without deference to Congress. Yet, the Court's decisions do not al-
ways fulfill one's reasonable expectations. Indeed, several cases, which are
discussed later in this part of the Article, appear to give Congress considerable
leeway to interpret the Constitution.
The Court itself ordinarily presumes that state legislation is constitu-
tional. But this presumption also applies to judicial review of statutes enacted
by Congress. What should the Court do if Congress determines that state leg-
islation is invalid when the determination is based on primary legislative facts?
Should the Court defer to Congress in this situation? Or, suppose a statute is
based on a finding that state inaction is a breach of duty that violates four-
teenth amendment rights. Is Congress simply enacting a remedy, or is it an-
nouncing the existence of a new, unprecedented constitutional right? The
answer to this question may depend on whether the question is posed as a
problem of classifying facts or interpreting law. Because this distinction is not
always clear-cut, the distinction between a right and a remedy is often blurred
in opinions that discuss Congress' power.
218. Id.
219. N. MacCormick, Legal Reasoning and Legal Theory 95 (1978).
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Justice Bradley in the Civil Rights Cases did not have to solve these puz-
zles. Unquestionably the Civil Rights Act of 1875 was not merely a remedy.
The statute was adjudged invalid because it applied "equally to cases arising
in States which have the justest laws respecting the personal rights of citizens,
and whose authorities are ever ready to enforce such laws, as to those which
arise in States that may have violated the prohibition of the amendment.
'220
Since most statutes enacted by Congress are designed to apply uniformly in all
states, few civil rights statutes could survive the rigors of Justice Bradley's for-
malistic approach. But the framers of the Reconstruction amendments in-
tended to enlarge the power of Congress. 221 The challenge for the Court,
therefore, is to adapt the state action limitation to widespread contemporary
problems that often require federal solutions, particularly when the courts act-
ing alone cannot adequately secure fourteenth and fifteenth amendment rights
on a case-by-case basis.
It will facilitate the analysis if I discuss Congress' power to invalidate
state legislation before inquiring whether Congress has the power to reach pri-
vate persons under the Reconstruction amendments. There are several key
opinions (Katzenbach v. Morgan,222 Oregon v. Mitchell223 and City of Rome v.
United States22 4) that discuss the limits on Congress' power to nullify state
law. Not all the opinions are models of clarity. Katzenbach v. Morgan is ex-
hibit number one.
225
220. The Civil Rights Cases, 109 U.S. at 14.
221. Ex parte Virginia, 100 U.S. 339, 345 (1879).
222. 384 U.S. 641 (1966).
223. 400 U.S. 112 (1970).
224. 446 U.S. 156 (1980).
225. A brief summary of the law dealing with voting rights follows to put Katzenbach v. Maor-
gan in perspective. Before Morgan was decided, it was quite clear that the self-executing aspects
of the equal protection clause forbid invidious discrimination that restricts or dilutes the right to
vote in state or federal elections. Harper v. Virginia Bd. of Elections, 383 U.S. 663 (1966); Car-
rington v. Rash, 380 U.S. 89 (1965); Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533 (1964). Moreover, owing to
congressional legislation enacted to enforce the fifteenth amendment, the Court was able to invali-
date a number of practices which were designed to deprive Negroes of the vote. See, e.g., Louisi-
ana v. United States, 380 U.S. 145 (1965); Alabama v. United States, 371 U.S. 37 (1962) (per
curiam); Gomillion v. Lightfoot, 364 U.S. 339 (1960); Terry v. Adams, 345 U.S. 461 (1953);
Schnell v. Davis, 336 U.S. 933 (1949) (per curiam); Smith v. Allwright, 321 U.S. 649 (1944); Lane
v. Wilson, 307 U.S. 268 (1939); Myers v. Anderson, 238 U.S. 368 (1915); Guinn v. United States,
238 U.S. 347 (1915). Congress attempted to cope with the problem of widespread and persistent
disenfranchisement by enacting legislation to facilitate case-by-case litigation against racial dis-
crimination in voting. Legislation for this purpose was enacted in 1957, 1960 and 1964. See Act of
Sept. 9, 1957, Pub. L. No. 85-315, § 131, 71 Stat. 637; Act of May 6, 1960, Pub. L. No. 86-449,
§ 601, 74 Stat. 90; Act of July 2, 1964, Pub. L. No. 88-352, § 101, 78 Stat. 241 (codified together at
42 U.S.C. § 1971 (1976)). By 1965, however, Congress bad "concluded that the unsuccessful rem-
edies which it had prescribed in the past would have to be replaced by sterner and more elaborate
measures in order to satisfy the clear commands of the Fifteenth Amendment." South Carolina v.
Katzenbach, 383 U.S. 301, 309 (1966). The Voting Rights Act of 1965, Pub. L. No. 89-110, 79
Stat. 437 (codified at 42 U.S.C. §§ 1971, 1973 through 1973bb-4 (1976)), was an elaborate and
stem measure "designed by Congress to banish the blight of racial discrimination in voting."
South Carolina v. Katzenbach, 383 U.S. at 308.
Congress, however, had attempted to remedy certain state practices which arguably do not
amount to invidious discrimination under the equal protection clause of the fourteenth amend-
ment. Section 4(e) of the Voting Rights Act of 1965, supra, is an example, and this section was
challenged in Kalzenbach v. Morgan. As discussed in the text accompanying notes 226-66 infra,
the Court upheld the challenged provision. But in the Court's opinion, written by Justice Brennan,
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B. Katzenbach v. Morgan
The appellees, registered voters in New York City, brought a suit to chal-
lenge the constitutionality of section 4(e) of the Voting Rights Act of 1965.
The challenged section provides that "[n]o person who . . . has successfully
completed the sixth primary grade in a. . .school. . . accredited by. . .the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. . .shall be denied the right to vote in any
...election because of his inability to read [or] write. . .English.' 226 The
section had particular reference to the Spanish speaking Puerto Rican popula-
tion in New York,22 7 and it nullified New York's English literacy test as ap-
plied to the class of persons protected by the Voting Rights Act.
The Attorney General of New York State argued that "[section] 4(e) can-
not be sustained as appropriate legislation . . . unless the judiciary decides
... that the application of the [state's] English literacy requirement . . . is
forbidden by the Equal Protection Clause itself."228 The Court was unpre-
pared to hold that, absent section 4(e), the literacy requirement constituted
invidious discrimination. Thus, the question presented was whether Congress
could prohibit the enforcement of state law without regard to whether the ju-
diciary would find the state literacy requirement to be a violation of rights
protected by the equal protection clause.
229
The Court held that the challenged section "is a proper exercise of the
power granted to Congress by § 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment." 230 Justice
Brennan, who wrote the opinion of the Court, relied on two theories to sustain
section 4(e). First, the Court explained that Congress intended to "secure for
the Puerto Rican community residing in New York non-discriminatory treat-
ment by government. . . in the. . . provision or administration of govern-
mental services, such as public schools, public housing and law
enforcement."'23I As a means to accomplish this legitimate end, Congress en-
acted section 4(e) to prevent New York "from denying the right to vote to
large segments of its Puerto Rican community. '232 The Court deferred to
Congress' judgment that the means adopted would tend to eliminate discrimi-
nation in governmental services. Although there had been "no legislative rec-
ord supporting such hypothesized discrimination, '2 33 the Court somehow was
"able to perceive a basis"234 for the judgment of Congress. There is nothing
there is a controversial rationale which, if read broadly, is a radical departure from the Marbury v.
Madison model of judicial review. Indeed, if the second Morgan rationale is read broadly, it
suggests that the Court is obligated to defer not only to congressional findings of primary and
secondary facts, but to Congress' interpretation of the Constitution.
226. 42 U.S.C. § 1973(b) (Supp. I 1964), cited in Katzenbach v. Morgan, 384 U.S. 641, 643
(1966).
227. 384 U.S. at 645 n.3.
228. Id. at 648.
229. Id. at 649.
230. Id. at 646 (footnote omitted).
231. Id. at 652.
232. Id.
233. Id. at 669 (Harlan, J., dissenting).
234. Id. at 653 (majority opinion).
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novel, however, about the principle that the Court should defer to congres-
sional selection of remedies that might be appropriate to secure the guarantees
of the fourteenth amendment.
235
It is Justice Brennan's controversial second rationale that is more far-
reaching and pertinent to our discussion. The Court held that section 4(e) is
valid "if we confine our inquiry to the question whether [it] was merely legisla-
tion aimed at the elimination of an invidious discrimination in establishing
voter qualifications. '236 Although eliminating invidious discrimination in es-
tablishing voter qualifications is undoubtedly a legitimate end, the question
was whether New York's English literacy test could be so characterized. This
complex question required a consideration of legislative facts, but it also in-
volved much more than finding primary facts and placing them into secondary
fact categories. The question involved striking a balance between the interests
of the disenfranchised voters and the interests of the state that restricts the
ballot to voters literate in English. But the Court itself did not decide that the
state law was arbitrary or invidious; instead, it deferred to the value judgment
of Congress. As Justice Brennan wrote,
it was Congress' prerogative to weigh these competing considera-
tions. . . . [I]t is enough that we perceive a basis upon which Con-
gress might predicate a judgment that the application of New York's
English literacy requirement to deny the right to vote to a person
with a sixth grade education in Puerto Rican schools. . . constituted
an invidious discrimination in violation of the Equal Protection
Clause.
237
Justice Harlan filed a dissenting opinion, joined by Justice Stewart, and
wrote: "I believe the Court has confused the issue of how much enforcement
power Congress possesses under § 5 with the distinct issue of what questions
are appropriate for congressional determination and what questions are essen-
tially judicial in nature. '238 Justice Harlan stated the traditional view that "it
is a judicial question whether the condition with which Congress. . . sought
to deal is in truth an infringement of the Constitution, something that is the
necessary prerequisite to bringing the § 5 power into play at all."'239 Yet, in
Morgan, as Justice Harlan observed, the Congress decided that the state stat-
ute is "arbitrary or irrational," 240 the very value judgment that the judicial
branch must ultimately render. Thus, under these circumstances,
we have here not a matter of giving deference to a congressional esti-
mate, based on its determination of legislative facts, bearing upon the
235. As Professor Engdahl wrote, "[u]nder this first rationale in Morgan, the question whether
the literacy tests abrogated by the federal statute were themselves consistent or inconsistent with
the fourteenth amendment was totally irrelevant;. . . they could be abrogated as a means to the
end of eliminating other practices which . . . violated the fourteenth amendment." Engdahl,
Constitutionality of the Voting Age Statute, 39 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 1, 10 (1970).
236. Katzenbach v. Morgan, 384 U.S. 641, 653-54 (1966).
237. Id. at 656.
238. Id. at 666.
239. Id.
240. Id. at 667.
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validity "vel non" of a statute, but rather what can at most be called
a legislative announcement that Congress believes a state law to en-
tail an unconstitutional deprivation of equal protection.24 1
Although noting that the terms of the Court's endorsement of the congres-
sional judgment "are shrouded in ambiguity,"'242 Professor Bun's assessment
echoes Justice Harlan's. Professor Burt wrote:
In effect, the Court is saying that-at least in some circumstances-
where Congress and the Court disagree about the meaning of the
Fourteenth Amendment, the Court will defer to Congress' version.
The Court is suggesting that, to some extent at least, § 5 exempts the
Fourteenth Amendment from the principle of Court-Congress rela-
tionships expressed by Marbury v. Madison, that the judiciary is the
final arbiter of the meaning of the Constitution.
243
Justice Harlan also was moved to declare that the second Morgan rationale
promulgated the "notion of deference to congressional interpretation of the
Constitution."'244 Morgan's controversial second rationale is far-reaching in-
deed if it requires the Court to defer to congressional determinations that de-
lineate the scope of constitutional rights.
Professor Cox believes that Justice Harlan's phrase "'deference to con-
gressional interpretation,' while literally accurate, seems unfairly broad as ap-
plied to Morgan. "245 He writes, "[sitartling as it seems, the Morgan decision
follows logically from the basic principles determining the respective functions
of the legislative and judicial branches outside the field of preferred constitu-
tional rights."'24 6 Professor Cox explains that the controversial second Morgan
rationale simply permits the Congress to apply the "same [rationality] stan-
dard"247 that the Court applies to the facts,248 and normally there is "a pre-
sumption that facts exist which sustain federal legislation." 24 9 So long as the
Congress employs the same standard as the Court, Cox writes,
"[c]ongressional supremacy over the judiciary in the areas of legislative
factfinding and federal supremacy over the States in factfinding in any area
within federal power. . .[are] consonant with the predominant themes of our
constitutional history."
250
Professor Cox is drawing a distinction between the court's presumption
241. Id. at 669. It should be noted that in Lassiter v. Northampton County Bd. of Elections,
360 U.S. 45 (1966), the Court upheld a literacy test for voting, absent a showing of the discrimina-
tion that the Constitution condemns. See also Cardona v. Power, 384 U.S. 642 (1966) (Court
avoided issue whether New York's literacy test constituted invidious discrimination in violation of
the equal protection clause).
242. Burt, Miranda and Title II: A Morganatic Marriage, 1969 Sup. Ct. Rev. 81, 83.
243. Id. at 83-84 (footnote omitted).
244. Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112, 209 (1970) (Harlan, J., dissenting in part).
245. Cox, supra note 18, at 233 (emphasis original).
246. Id. at 228.
247. Id. at 234. See Cox, The Supreme Court, 1965 Term-Forward: Constitutional Adjudi-
cation and the Promotion of Human Rights, 80 Harv. L. Rev. 91, 104-07 (1966).
248. Just as a jury may find the ultimate facts, if it applies the legal standard articulated in the
trial judge's charge, its verdict, unless clearly irrational, will not be disturbed on appeal.
249. Cox, supra note 18, at 229.
250. Id. at 229-30.
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that state legislation is constitutional, a legal standard, and the empirical rela-
tionship between the state legislature's classification and its purpose, a factual
question. If Congress properly employs the same presumption of validity as
the Court, there is no reallocation of powers problem when it finds that state
legislation constitutes invidious discrimination. Thus, in Morgan, although
the Court deferred to a congressional "finding" that the literacy test in New
York was invidious discrimination, Cox argues that it is an exaggeration to
conclude that the Court deferred to Congress' interpretation of the Constitu-
tion or that Congress created a new substantive constitutional right, since Con-
gress employed the Court's presumption that state legislation is constitutional.
In sum, the Court, according to Professor Cox, is not shirking its duty to im-
pose limits on Congress; it is simply recognizing that occasionally Congress is
in a better position than the courts to make due process and equal protection
clause judgments.251 Cox appears to argue that the Court is deferring to Con-
gress' classification of primary legislative facts, but not to Congress' interpreta-
tion of the Constitution.
Professor Cox's description of the controversial second Morgan rationale
accords Congress too much leeway. In the hands of Congress, the presump-
tion of validity is too easily rebutted. Therefore, the Court should determine
whether its application with Congress is consistent with its own views because
it is "the province and duty of the judicial department to say what the law
is."'252 If the Court does not firmly impose limits on the power of Congress,
Morgan's controversial rationale virtually gives Congress a blank check to in-
validate state law.
I submit that the controversial second rationale does not mean exactly
what it says. It is simply too far-fetched to assume that Justice Brennan meant
to overturn the tradition that recognizes that the Court independently decides
whether Congress is merely finding facts or is announcing the existence of
unprecedented constitutional rights. Morgan, if read narrowly, does not per-
mit Congress, without due regard for judicial precedent, to modify the content
of the Constitution each time it desires to remedy an evil that ought to be
prohibited by the Reconstruction amendments.
If the second rationale of Morgan is read in this narrow way, Justice
Brennan's curious footnote is consonant with well-established doctrine. In his
footnote Justice Brennan addressed the concern that congressional power to
"interpret" the Constitution could be used to dilute as well as to expand the
substantive scope of equal protection.253 Justice Brennan wrote,
Contrary to the suggestion of the dissent. . .§ 5 does not grant Con-
gress power to exercise discretion in the other direction and to enact
"statutes so as in effect to dilute equal protection and due process
decisions of this Court." We emphasize that Congress' power under
§ 5 is limited to adopting measures to enforce the guarantees Qf the
251. See Cox, supra note 247, at 108.
252. Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137, 177 (1803).
253. Katzenbach v. Morgan, 384 U.S. at 668 (Harlan, J., dissenting).
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Amendment; § 5 grants Congress no power to restrict, abrogate, or
dilute these guarantees. Thus, for example, an enactment authoriz-
ing the States to establish racially segregated systems of education
would not be-as required by § 5-a measure "to enforce" the Equal
Protection Clause since that clause of its own force prohibits such
state laws.2
54
This footnote sparked a firestorm of controversy.
255
Professor Cohen, for example, argues that Justice Brennan's "'ratchet'
interpretation of section 5 . . .does not satisfactorily explain why Congress
may move the due process or equal protection handle in only one direc-
tion." 256 There are, I submit, two acceptable theories that plausibly justify the
one-way "ratchet." First, in Morgan itself, after discussing the scope of Con-
gress' power under section five, Justice Brennan proceeded to inquire whether
the exercise of power by Congress was consistent with the prohibitions and the
letter and spirit of the Constitution.257 He recognized that a legislative remedy
could be deemed invidious discrimination. 258 Hence, remedial legislation that
discriminates unfairly, however rational, is quite vulnerable to judicial review.
Justice Brennan's "ratchet" footnote therefore puts the public on notice that
the Court has not relinquished its power to decide independently whether
Congress has abused its discretion or has acted contrary to law by diluting the
self-executing provisions of the Reconstruction amendments.
A second theory justifies the "ratchet." Congress has power to secure
rights that are fully protected under the bare terms of the fourteenth and
254. Id. at 651 n.10.
255. See Burt, supra note 242, at 115, 131-33; Cohen, Congressional Power to Interpret Due
Process and Equal Protection, 27 Stan. L. Rev. 603, 606-08, 615 (1975); G. Gunther, supra note
109, at 1097-1100. See also Cox, supra note 247, at 106 n.86, in which Professor Cox, after noting
that Justice Brennan's footnote was consistent with the Court's analysis, stated,
It is hard to see how the Court can consistently give weight to the congressional judg-
ment in expanding the definition to equal protection in the area of human rights but
refuse to give it weight in narrowing the definition where the definition depends upon
appraisal of the facts. The footnote, therefore, may not be the end of the argument.
The Morgan footnote was not the end of the argument. In Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112
(1970), Justice Brennan emphasized Congress' superior capacity "to determine whether the factual
basis necessary to support a state legislative discrimination actually exists." Id. at 248 (Brennan,
J., dissenting in part). But in another footnote, he added:
As we emphasized in [Morgan] ... "§ 5 does not grant Congress power to. .. enact
'statutes so as in effect to dilute equal protection and due process decisions of this
Court.'" As indicated above, a decision of this Court striking down a state statute ex-
presses, among other things, our conclusion that the legislative findings upon which the
statute is based are so far wrong as to be unreasonable. Unless Congress were to unearth
new evidence in its investigation, its identical findings on the identical issue would be no
more reasonable than those of the state legislature.
Id. at 249 n.31 (citation omitted).
256. Cohen, supra note 255, at 606.
257. 384 U.S. at 656.
258. Id. Although not addressing the controversy sparked by Justice Brennan's footnote, Jus-
tice Powell's concurring remarks in Fullove v. Klutznik, 448 U.S. 448 (1980) are pertinent. Jus-
tice Powell wrote, "The 'perceive a basis' standard refers to congressional authority to act, not to
the distinct question whether that action violates the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amend-
ment." Id. at 503 n.4 (Powell, J., concurring).
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fifteenth amendments. 259 The word "secured," as used by Justice Brennan,
means that Congress has the power "to amplify prohibitions of the Constitu-
tion" 260 by creating statutory rights that implement the provisions of the Re-
construction amendments. Amplification of constitutional rights more sharply
delineates their context, and so long as Congress amplifies rights rather than
expands the scope of its constitutional powers beyond recognizable limits,
modest judicial deference is appropriate. But the antonym of securing rights is
the dilution or abrogation of rights already secured by the Court. It would be
nonsense to construe section five of the fourteenth amendment as a license to
abrogate or dilute the amendment's guarantees, however competent Congress
may be in finding, classifying and evaluating facts.261 In other words, the very
concept of "securing rights" releases the Congress to go in only one direction.
Justice Brennan has emphasized that Congress has superior capacity to "deter-
mine whether the factual basis necessary to support a state legislative determi-
nation actually exists."'262 But this "superior capacity" does not extend to the
dilution of constitutional rights made definite by Supreme Court decisions. 263
In short, the Court's role remains as it was, to decide on a case-by-case basis
whether constitutional guarantees have been secured or diluted by legislation.
Despite my attempt and the attempts by others2 " to rescue parts of Jus-
tice Brennan's opinion in Morgan from the indictment that it stands Marbury
v. Madison265 on its head, it must be conceded that the opinion, taken as a
whole, is not a model of clarity. Only Justice Brennan-and I am not very
sure about him-knows what the implications of Morgan really are. In Ore-
gon v. Mitchel 266 the majority of the Justices tried to disassociate themselves
from Morgan's most worrisome implications.
C Oregon v. Mitchell
I will limit my analysis of Oregon v. Mitchell to the opinions that discuss
section 302 of the Voting Rights Act Amendments of 1970,267 which lowered
the voting age in state and local elections.268 More specifically, I will discuss
4
259. United States v. Guest, 383 U.S. 745, 777-82 (1966) (Brennan, J., concurring in part). See
also Katzenbach v. Morgan, 384 U.S. 641, 651 (1966).
260. United States v. Guest, 383 U.S. 745, 779 (1966).
261. It would be absurd to ratify an amendment to the Constitution of the United States that
authorizes Congress to ignore, dilute or abrogate the rights guaranteed in the operative provisions.
262. Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112, 248 (1970) (Brennan, J., dissenting in part).
263. Id. at 249 n.3 1.
264. See L. Tribe, supra note 20, at 268-72; Cox, supra note 18.
265. 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803).
266. 400 U.S. 112 (1970).
267. Pub. L. No. 91-285, §§ 3 & 4, 84 Stat. 315 (codified at 42 U.S.C. §§ 1973b, 1973c, 1973aa-
1973bb-4 (1976)).
268. The Court's decision has been mooted by the passage of the twenty-sixth amendment to
the United States Constitution, which provides:
Section 1. The right of citizens of the United States, who are eighteen years of age or




the opinions that are pertinent to the controversial second rationale of
Morgan.
Justices Brennan, White and Marshall stressed that "proper regard for the
special function of Congress in making determinations of legislative fact com-
pels this Court to respect those determinations unless they are contradicted by
evidence far stronger than anything that has been adduced in these cases."
269
This reference to the appropriate degree of judicial deference appears reassur-
ing. But Justice Brennan went on to write that Congress need not defer to a
state legislature's findings of fact simply because "some reasonable men could
believe the factual basis [for a legislative classification] exists. Section 5 [of the
fourteenth amendment] empowers Congress to make its own [independent]
determination on the matter."270 This statement is less reassuring. Were the
Court to defer to Congress' unfettered discretion in evaluating the rationality
of state legislation, Congress would have "almost limitless power to substitute
federal for state legislative determinations wherever Congress concludes that
the state draws a line between [groups of] people who . . . should be treated
equally."27 1 Justice Brennan, however, would permit Congress to use its own
standards to test the sufficiency of the evidence that provides the basis for state
laws.
According to Justice Brennan, Congress is better equipped than the Court
or the states to assess and appraise the "practical effect" 272 of state restrictions
on the right to vote, and similarly better equipped to assess the significance of
the states' interests.27 3 Therefore, the Court is supposed to defer if it "per-
ceives a basis"274 for Congress' value judgment that state legislation is arbi-
trary. This degree of judicial deference to Congress is excessive. The issue of
whether evidence is sufficient to provide a basis for legislative facts is ulti-
mately a question of constitutional law for the Court to decide. The Court, of
course, ordinarily eschews the role of super-legislature when state legislation is
challenged. Justice Brennan insists, however, that "[1]imitations stemming
from the nature of the judicial process . . . have no application to
Section II. The Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appropriate
legislation.
Although the Court's decision is mooted, the opinions of the Justices are significant to the extent
that they illuminate the division of responsibility between the Congress and the courts for ensur-
ing compliance with the Reconstruction amendments.
Justice Black, who announced the opinion of the Court, wrote that "Congress has exceeded
its powers in attempting to lower the voting age." Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112, 130. This can
hardly be counted as an endorsement of Morgan's second rationale. On the other hand, Justice
Douglas would have upheld the grant of the franchise to eighteen-year-olds because as he put it,
Congress "might well conclude that a reduction in the voting age. . . was needed in the interest
of equal protection." Id. at 141. Justice Douglas' opinion however was far from enlightening. He
did not indicate whether he endorsed a broad or a narrow reading of Morgan's second rationale.
269. 400 U.S. at 240 (Brennan, J., dissenting in part).
270. Id. at 248 (Brennan, J., dissenting).
271. Cox, supra note 18, at 233.
272. Katzenbach v. Morgan, 384 U.S. at 652.
273. Id. at 656.
274. Id. at 653, 656.
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Congress. '275
If the Court were to adopt Justice Brennan's position,27 6 which it refused
to do in Oregon v. Mitchell, it would not be an exaggeration to say that Con-
gress, not the judiciary, would be the senior partner with the ultimate author-
ity to interpret the Reconstruction amendments. Indeed, with respect to the
congressional findings accompanying section 302, Congress simply found that
state law requiring voters to be older than age eighteen is "unfair," "does not
bear a reasonable relationship to any compelling State interest" and "has the
effect of denying to citizens eighteen years of age . . . the due process and
equal protection of the laws."'27 7 Since its "findings" were actually interpreta-
tions of constitutional law, Congress clearly was performing a judicial func-
tion that should be reviewed respectfully, but independently, by the Court.
Justice Brennan erred by deferring to Congress' supposed finding of legis-
lative facts in Oregon v. Mitchell. As Justice Harlan pointed out, there was no
dispute about the facts, and, therefore, the real dispute between Congress and
the states concerned "striking a balance between incommensurate inter-
ests."' 278 Justice Harlan argued that the Court's deference was owed not to
Congress but to the state legislature. 279 Actually, the Court no longer defers to
either Congress or the state legislatures when individuals are deprived of vot-
ing rights.
It should be recalled that after Morgan, but before Oregon v. Mitchell, the
Court decided Kramer v. Union Free School District.280 In Kramer the Court
made it clear that the issue in voting rights cases is "not whether the legislative
judgments are rational. A more exacting standard obtains. ' 28 1 The Court re-
views state legislation that burdens the right to vote by inquiring whether the
state's exclusions, assuming they are narrowly tailored, are "necessary to pro-
mote a compelling state interest. ' 28 2 Therefore, the Court determines, without
deference to either Congress or the state, whether the state's interest has a
constitutional priority that subordinates the interests of disenfranchised
citizens.
283
Justice Stewart, in his opinion in Oregon v. Mitchell, which was sub-
scribed to by Chief Justice Burger and Justice Blackmun, attempted to clarify
Morgan. This group disassociated itself from the second rationale of Morgan.
Indeed, Justice Stewart stated that the Court's decision did not establish "the
275. Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. at 248.
276. In Oregon v. Mitchell Justice Brennan was not writing for a majority. Only Justices Bren-
nan, White, Marshall and Douglas were willing to decide Oregon v. Mitchell on the ground that
Congress validly exercised its enforcement powers under the fourteenth amendment. The major-
ity of the Justices voted to invalidate the provision, which lowered the voting age in the state and
local elections. See note 286 infra for a more detailed account of the division among the Justices.
277. 400 U.S. at 230 n.2.
278. Id. at 206 (Harlan, J., dissenting in part).
279. Id. at 207.
280. 395 U.S. 621 (1969).
281. Id. at 633.
282. Id. at 627, 630.
283. Id. at 626-30, 633.
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power of Congress, under § 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment, to nullify state
laws... if Congress could rationally have concluded that such laws are not
supported by a 'compelling state interest.'" Justice Stewart, who had dis-
sented in Morgan, also expressed his view that the decision did not empower
Congress "to determine as a matter of substantive constitutional law what situ-
ations fall within the ambit of the [equal protection] clause." This approach
narrows the scope of Morgan but hardly clarifies its contemporary meaning.
It is difficult to summarize the melange of opinions filed in Morgan and
Oregon v. Mitchell,286 and impossible to tell what consensus, if any, the Jus-
tices reached. For the time being, however, the dispute among the Justices
concerning the true meaning of these two cases is somewhat quiescent.287 In
City of Rome v. United States288 a new strategem was employed by the liberal
Justices. In Rome the Court took the position that Congress is empowered to
remedy violations of rights protected by the Reconstruction amendments, but
the Court's opinion, in effect, virtually erased the line between a congressional
remedy, which is corrective in nature, and Congress' power to interpret the
Constitution. Whatever the label placed on the congressional action, as a
practical matter, Congress apparently has claimed power to protect interests
that the Court itself is still unprepared to recognize as rights guaranteed by the
bare terms of the fourteenth and fifteenth amendments. In Rome the Court,
instead of squinting hard, closed its eyes.
284. 400 U.S. at 293 (1970) (Stewart, J., concurring in part, dissenting in part).
285. Id. at 296 (Stewart, J., concurring in part, dissenting in part).
286. Professor Cox has summarized neatly the divisions among the Justices on the issues
presented by the case:
Eight Justices voted to sustain the federal reduction of residency requirements for voting
in presidential elections. . . . [Justice Stewart, joined by Chief Justice Burger and Jus-
tice Blackmun relied on a constitutional right independent of the Reconstruction amend-
ments; viz., the right to migrate]. Justice Douglas in one opinion and Justices Brennan,
White and Marshall in another took the same ground. Justice Black voted to uphold the
provision as an exercise of the power conferred upon Congress by article I, section
4.... Justice Harlan dissented upon the grounds that the fourteenth amendment does
not apply to voting and that article I, section 4 does not reach voter qualifications.
Justices Douglas, Brennan, White, and Marshall voted to uphold the reduction of
the voting age as applied to both State and federal elections. The Chief Justice and
Justices Harlan, Stewart, and Blackmun voted to invalidate it as applied to both State
and federal elections. Justice Black, who alone of the nine Justices thought article I,
section 4 was relevant, cast the decisive vote for constitutionality as applied to federal
elections and unconstitutionality as applied to State elections.
Cox, supra note 18, at 232 n.117.
The Court also unanimously upheld section 201 which extended the suspension of literacy
tests in the 1965 Voting Rights Act by making the ban applicable nationwide.
287. The dispute will no longer be quiescent if Congress enacts a law that grants personhood
to fetuses and zygotes from the moment of conception. The Senate Subcommittee on the Separa-
tion of Powers is presently considering S. 158 and wrestling with the problem of ascertaining when
human life begins. If Congress decides the fetus is a person within the meaning of the fourteenth
amendment, the dispute over the scope of Congress' power to enforce the fourteenth amendment
ultimately will be decided by the Court, and the Court should pose the issue as one of interpreta-
tion rather than classification if it is to maintain its role as the final arbiter of constitutional ques-
tions affecting fourteenth amendment rights.
288. 446 U.S. 156 (1980).
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D. City of Rome v. United States
In 1966 several changes were made in the system of electing the nine
members of the city commission of Rome, Georgia. As a result of state law,
each commissioner would be elected by a majority rather than a plurality vote,
the number of wards would be reduced from nine to three, each commissioner
would be elected at large to one of three numbered posts and their terms
would be staggered. 28 9 These changes would place the black community at a
disadvantage to the extent that it is cohesive enough to engage in single shot
voting.290 In addition to other changes, there were a number of annexations to
the city's territory made between 1964 and 1975 that did not enhance the vot-
ing strength of those residents who wanted, on the basis of race, to elect black
candidates to the city commission. Under section five of the Voting Rights Act
of 1965, each of these changes, including the annexations, required
preclearance by the Attorney General of the United States or by a three-judge
panel of the United States District Court for the District of Columbia. The
Attorney General refused to preclear thirteen of the annexations. None of the
changes in the electoral system for choosing city commission members were
precleared. The district court refused to grant the relief requested in Rome's
action for a declaratory judgment.
29'
On appeal to the Supreme Court, the City presented two arguments.
First, it argued that it should be bailed out from the Act's preclearance re-
quirements. But the Court read the Act to mean that no political subdivision
of a state could bail out from the Act's coverage if the state itself was ineligible
to bail out.2 92 This aspect of the holding drew a pained dissent from Justice
Powell. He complained that "[t]his outcome makes every city and county in
Georgia a hostage to the errors, or even the deliberate intransigence, of a sin-
gle subdivision. '2 93 He argued that since the Voting Rights Act is remedial,
absent a showing that the city did something wrong,2 94 Rome should be al-
lowed to bail out of the Act's coverage, which supposedly was designed to
correct wrongdoing prohibited by the Reconstruction amendments. Justice
Marshall, who wrote the opinion of the Court, did not address this argument
directly. But Justice Stevens did confront this contention in a separate opin-
ion, stating that if Congress determines that discrimination in voting is perva-
sive in a state, it can impose a "statewide remedy. '295 It should be noted that
the changes in Rome's electoral system were made by the Georgia General
Assembly.2 96 The statewide remedy, nonetheless, was overinclusive, but the
289. Id. at 160.
290. For a brief explanation of how single shot voting can ensure the election of minority
candidates, see id. at 184 n.19.
291. Id. at 162.
292. Id. at 162-69.
293. Id. at 203-04 (Powell, J., dissenting) (footnote omitted).
294. "Rome. . . met every criterion established by the Voting Rights Act for protecting the
political rights of minorities." Id. at 196 n.4.
295. Id. at 190 (Stevens, J., concurring).
296. Id. at 159 (majority opinion).
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Court characterized it as "appropriate." 297
In the alternative, the City argued that the election law changes should be
permitted since the evidence supported its contention that they were not
promulgated for a discriminatory purpose.298 The Act, however, placed upon
Rome the burden to show that the changes had no discriminatory effect.
29 9
The City could not meet this burden.300 The discriminatory effect was the
diminished likelihood of electing black candidates, which placed the commu-
nity's black voting bloc at a relative disadvantage.30' The Court affirmed the
judgment of the district court.
The Court's opinion raises the question whether the fifteenth amendment
prevents political subdivisions from making changes in good faith whenever
the changes have the effect of decreasing the power of a voting bloc to elect
black candidates. If not, is the Voting Rights Act, as interpreted by the Court,
a remedy? If not remedial, why should the Court defer to Congress' determi-
nation of what substantive rights are within the ambit of the Reconstruction
amendments? Applying what appeared to be the deferential rational basis
test, Justice Marshall wrote:
[W]e hold that the Act's ban on electoral changes that are discrimina-
tory in effect is an appropriate method of promoting the purposes of
the Fifteenth Amendment, even tf it is assumed that § I of the
Amendment prohibits only intentional discrimination in voting.
Congress could rationally have concluded that, because electoral
changes by jurisdictions with a demonstrable history of intentional
racial discrimination in voting create the risk of purposeful discrimi-
nation, it was proper to prohibit changes that have a discriminatory
impact.
30 2
Justice Rehnquist filed a convincing dissent. Although conceding that
Congress can properly prevent changes that create the risk of purposeful dis-
crimination, he pointed out that the City of Rome had proven to the Court's
satisfaction that the changes in its electoral system were not discriminatory in
297. Id. at 172-78.
298. Id. at 172-73. The City raised "five issues of law in support of their contention that the
Act may not properly be applied [to its changes]." Id. at 172. I do not discuss each of these issues
seriatim. The City also argued that its "electoral changes had been precleared because of the
allegedly tardy action by the Attorney General." Id. at 170. I do not discuss this issue, which the
Court resolved in favor of the United States Government.
299. "In adopting the Voting Rights Act, Congress sought to remedy [a] century of obstruction
by shifting 'the advantage of time and inertia from the perpetrators of the evil to its victims.'" Id.
at 182 (quoting South Carolina v. Katzenbach, 383 U.S. 301, 328 (1966)). The Court also held
that "[b]y describing the elements of discriminatory purpose and effect in the conjunctive, Con-
gress plainly intended that a voting practice not be precleared unless both discriminatory purpose
and effect are absent." Id. at 172 (emphasis in original).
300. The Court held, "We conclude that the District Court did not clearly err in finding that
the city had failed to prove that the 1966 electoral changes would not dilute the effectiveness of the
Negro vote in Rome?' Id. at 183.
301. The Court explained that its holding was consistent with its statement in Beer v. United
States, 425 U.S. 130, 141 (1976), that the purpose of section 5 of the Voting Rights Act was to
prevent "retrogression in the position of racial minorities with respect to their effective exercise of
the electoral [process]." 446 U.S. at 185.
302. 446 U.S. at 177 (emphasis added).
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purpose,303 and that the "lower court found that Rome has not employed any
discriminatory barriers to black voter registration [black voting or candidacy]
in the past 17 years.'0 4 Justice Rehnquist intimated that the Court's claim
that the Voting Rights Act as interpreted and applied is remedial, ignored a
pretext on the part of Congress. He wrote that
Congress could properly conclude that as a remedial matter it was
necessary to place the burden of proving lack of discriminatory pur-
pose on the localities. But all of this does not support the conclusion
that Congress is acting remedially when it continues the presumption
of purposeful discrimination even after the locality has disproved
that presumption.
30 5
What Congress prohibited, and what the Court deferentially condoned,
were local electoral changes that unintentionally had a disparate impact on
black voting strength. The congressional prohibition, euphemistically speak-
ing, is a remedy, but it is remedying a wrong not forbidden by any of the
Court's decisions interpreting the Reconstruction amendments. Thus, it would
seem that Congress secured a right that the Court, despite an opportunity to
do so, was unprepared to recognize on its own. Justice Rehnquist, therefore,
was not exaggerating unfairly when he wrote that "[tihe result reached by the
Court today can be sustained only upon the theory that Congress was empow-
ered to determine that structural changes with a disparate impact on a minor-
ity group's ability to elect a candidate of their race violates the Fourteenth or
Fifteenth Amendment.' '306 The Court's theory permits Congress to enlarge
the scope of the Reconstruction amendments, which is more radical than a
theory permitting Congress to particularize the amendments' generality.
Rome is a mischievous decision. There is no longer the semblance of a
stable line between (a) remedial legislation and (b) legislation that creates
previously unrecognized constitutional rights when (1) the City of Rome, ad-
versely affected by Congress' legislation, has engaged in no purposeful dis-
crimination "for almost two decades,"'307 (2) the Court concedes there is no
command in the fifteenth amendment that prevents changes having a dispa-
rate impact on a minority group's ability to elect a candidate of its race and
(3) the Court defers to Congress' determination that it is appropriate to pre-
vent disparate impacts caused by changes made in good faith by state and
local governments. In my opinion, the Court should not have characterized
the application of section five of the Voting Rights Act as a remedy unless it
was prepared to hold squarely that retrogression of black voting strength in
the city was an evil within the ambit of the Reconstruction amendments308 or
that the record supported a finding that the retrogression was caused by the
misfeasance or nonfeasance of state or local officials.
303. Id. at 208-09 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).
304. Id. at 208.
305. Id. at 214 (citation omitted).
306. Id. at 219-20.
307. Id. at 211.
308. The Court was not prepared. See City of Mobile v. Bolden, 446 U.S. 55 (1980).
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A remedy is appropriate if Congress intends to correct misfeasance, or
nonfeasance when there is a duty to act. Misfeasance and nonfeasance can be
categorized as facts that Congress is competent to find. But, strictly speaking,
a fact is a phenomenon that exists independently of its legal significance.
30 9
Accordingly, the kind of misfeasance and nonfeasance that is within the ambit
of the Reconstruction amendments raises questions that should not be consid-
ered as if they were questions of pure legislative fact.3 10 At best, the determi-
nation by Congress that electoral changes create a risk of purposeful
discrimination is a finding of misfeasance or nonfeasance in violation of a
state's duty, a finding that inescapably involves nonempirical value judgments.
Whenever a statute enacted by Congress raises delicate, novel or difficult
questions of constitutional law, it is necessary for the Court to take a harder
look at Congress' determination that a particular phenomenon is an evil
within the ambit of the Reconstruction amendments.3 11 Rome was a case
presenting a delicate issue that was hardly routine, yet the Court's opinion was
cursory insofar as it failed to explain adequately why the legislature's finding
of a risk of purposeful discrimination is supportable. There is always some
risk that officials will violate the Constitution, but the Court should not defer
to value-laden congressional speculation. Deference to speculation encour-
ages Congressional pretexts.
The Court cited Exparte Virginia312 as authority for its deference to Con-
gress. This is not analogous precedent. 313 Although the Court in Ex parte
Virginia did observe that the thirteenth and fourteenth amendments enlarged
the power of Congress to "take away all possibility of oppression by law be-
cause of race,"' 314 it did not enlarge the power of Congress to invalidate laws
that merely had a disparate impact.3
15
309. See L. Jaffe, Judicial Control of Administrative Action 549 (1965).
310. For a helpful collection of materials discussing the law-fact dichotomy, see W. Gellhorn
C. Byse & P. Strauss, Administrative Law: Cases and Comments 251-58 (7th ed. 1979).
311. This analysis is consistent with principles well established in administrative law when the
question is whether an agency is properly applying a statutory standard to the facts. See Leedes,
Understanding Judicial Review of Federal Agency Action: Kafkaesque and Langdellian, 12 U.
Rich. L. Rev. 469, 496-98 (1978).
312. 100 U.S. 339 (1880).
313. See also Burt, supra note 242, at 97.
314. 100 U.S. at 345 (emphasis added).
315. The Court made it clear that although Congress' power under the fourteenth amendment
was "limited," blacks could be protected against "unfriendly discrimination." Id. The Civil
Rights Act of 1875, was upheld by the Court, as applied, because a state judge purposefully ex-
cluded blacks from jury duty "merely because they were colored." Id. at 348. Moreover, as Pro-
fessor Burt points out, "The Reconstruction Court appeared firmly agreed that the substance of
§ I [of the fourteenth amendment] was for the Court, and the Court alone, to determine." Burt,
supra note 242, at 97. Professor Burt also refers to Strauder v. West Virginia, 100 U.S. 303 (1880),
decided the same day as Ex pare Virginia, as evidence that the Reconstruction Court "deni-
grate[d]-virtually to the vanishing point-any substantive role that might be ascribed to Con-
gress." Burt, supra, at 100.
Exparle Virginia can be better understood by referring to Kentucky v. Dennison, 65 U.S. (24
How.) 66, 109-10 (1861). In the Dennison case, the Court held that despite congressional legisla-
tion, see I Stat. 302, enacted to enforce the fugitive slave clause, U.S. Const. art. IV, § 2, there
was no power in any branch of the federal government "to use any coercive means to compel
[disobedient state officials to discharge their duty]." Id. As the Court explained in Exparte Vir-
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It was the abandonment of the pretext limitation articulated by the Court
in McCulloch v. Maryland316 that eventually eliminated the ability of the
Court to impose principled commerce clause limits on the Congress. Rome
apparently eliminates the pretext limitation when Congress exercises power
under the Reconstruction amendments, which could tempt Congress "to con-
vert our national government of enumerated powers into a central government
of unrestrained authority over every inch of the whole Nation. ' 317 This is
Locbnerizing in reverse. In Lochner v. New York 318 a result-oriented Court
was unduly strict; in Rome, a result-oriented Court bent over backwards to
sustain legislation that appears to go beyond the power delegated to Congress
by the Reconstruction amendments.
. United States v. Guest
Do Rome and whatever force remains in the second rationale of Morgan
empower Congress to apply to private conduct the fourteenth amendment's
provisions that restrict state action? In order to answer this question, United
States v. Guest319 must be examined.
In Guest six defendants were charged with conspiring "to deprive Negro
citizens of the free exercise and enjoyment of several specified rights secured
by the Constitution and laws of the United States."'320 The co-defendants al-
legedly interfered with the right of black citizens to exercise "[t]he right to
equal utilization, without discrimination upon the basis of race, of public facil-
ities. . . owned, operated or managed by or on behalf of the State of Georgia
or any subdivision."'32 ' They were indicted by the United States for violating
18 U.S.C. § 241 (1964).322 All the defendants were private persons, but since
the indictment was "broad enough to cover a charge of active connivance by
agents of the State, ' 323 it was "clearly sufficient to constitute denial of rights
ginia, the duty of the state official was a "moral duty" unenforceable by law. 100 U.S. at 347. It
was the need to distinguish the Dennison case that makes the Court's position in Exparle Virgin/a
clear. Congress, acting through the courts, has the power to enforce the duties imposed upon state
officials because the fourteenth amendment, unlike the Fugitive Slave Clause, was addressed to
state officials. Appropriate legislation would include penal sanctions that compel state officials to
obey the provisions of the fourteenth amendment. But there was no suggestion that Congress
could determine which "cases [are] embraced within the Fourteenth Amendment." Id. at 347-48.
Thus, the Court's citation of and reliance upon Exparte Virginia in Rome is rather whimsical.
316. 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316 (1819).
317. Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112, 128 (1970) (Black, J., writing for the Court). Justice
Black recognized that Congress' power was "enhanced" when it acted to enforce the equal protec-
tion clause to remedy discrimination on grounds of race. Id. at 129. But he also recognized that
there must be "substantial evidence" before Congress could find that a state requirement "was
used by the States to disenfranchise voters on account of race." Id. at 130. Otherwise, there would
be no "foundation for enforcing the Civil War Amendments' ban on racial discrimination." Id.
318. 198 U.S. 45 (1905).
319. 383 U.S. 745 (1966).
320. Id. at 747 (footnote omitted).
321. Id. at 747 n.l.
322. Id. at 747. The Court emphasized that section 241 "does not purport to give substantive,
as opposed to remedial, implementation to any rights secured by [the equal protection] Clause."
Id. at 754-55.
323. Id. at 756.
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protected by the Equal Protection Clause.' 324 The Court avoided the question
whether Congress had power to enact laws that punished al conspiracies that
interfere with fourteenth amendment rights. But six Justices of the Supreme
Court were prepared to hold that, at least in certain circumstances, Congress'
reach extends to private conspiracies regardless of the presence of state action.
Justice Clark, joined by Justices Black and Fortas, declared in dictum
that "the specific language of § 5 [of the fourteenth amendment] empowers the
Congress to enact laws punishing all conspiracies-with or without state ac-
tion-that interfere with Fourteenth Amendment rights. ' 325 It is unusual for
Supreme Court Justices to state boldly that an individual has fourteenth
amendment rights against other individuals. Yet Justice Clark's refusal to ap-
ply the state action limitation, and his opinion, which appeared to decide such
a momentous question so "cursorily," was, as Justice Harlan remarked, "to say
the very least, extraordinary."
326
Justice Brennan, indeed the majority of the Justices (six), also concluded
that state action was unnecessary to sustain the indictments. He did not accept
the "aspect of the Civilights Cases"327 that reduces the reach of Congress "to
that of the judiciary."328 As he viewed section five of the fourteenth amend-
ment, it "appears as a positive grant of legislative power, authorizing Congress
to exercise its discretion in fashioning remedies to achieve civil and political
equality for all citizens." 329 Justice Brennan took McCulloch v. Maryland
330
and Heart of Atlanta Motel, Inc. v. United States33 1 as his guide,332 as if the
fourteenth amendment delegated plenary power to the Congress to lay "down
rules for the conduct of individuals in society towards each other."333 As Jus-
tice Brennan wrote,
I can find no principle of federalism nor word of the Constitution
that denies Congress power to determine that in order adequately to
protect the right to equal utilization of state facilities, it is also appro-
priate to punish other individuals-not state officers themselves and
not acting in concert with state officers-who engage in the same
brutal conduct for the same misguided purpose.3 3 4
In Justice Brennan's view, the power of Congress to enforce fourteenth
amendment rights extends to private persons who interfere intentionally with
the exercise of certain rights, because congressional regulation can be an ap-
324. Id. at 757.
325. Id. at 762 (Clark, J., concurring).
326. Id. at 762 n.l (Harlan, J., concurring in part, dissenting in part).
327. Id. at 782 (Brennan, J., concurring in part, dissenting in part).
328. Id. at 783 (footnote omitted).
329. Id. at 784.
330. 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316 (1819).
331. 379 U.S. 241 (1964).
332. See United States v. Guest, 383 U.S. 745, 784 & n.10 (1966) (Brennan, J., concurring in
part, dissenting in part).
333. The Civil Rights Cases, 109 U.S. 3, 14 (1883).
334. United States v. Guest, 383 U.S. 745, 784 (1966) (Brennan, J., concurring in part, dissent-
ing in part) (footnote omitted).
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propriate means to the attainment of a legitimate end.335 The concurring
opinions in Guest dramatically depart from the state action limits, which the
Court since the Civil Rights Cases has imposed on the Congress. Professor
Cox, however, has observed that the constraints on Congress were not neces-
sarily completely abandoned.
336
Cox concedes that the significance of the concurring opinions "is hard to
determine," but he perceives "a rationale" 337 that justifies why "Congress is
not required to distinguish between official and private action in removing
obstacles to the enjoyment of public facilities, without racial discrimina-
tion."'338 He notes first that Congress has ample power to reach private indi-
viduals who prevent state officials from performing their fourteenth
amendment obligations.339 It follows, he argues, that Congress also has power
to reach "private interference aimed at the persons who would use the public
facilities instead of at the State officials who [have a duty to] furnish them
[without invidious discrimination]." 340 Since the concurring Justices referred
specifically to protection of "the right to equal utilization of state facilities,
• . . the view taken by the six Justices in Guest is [therefore] quite in keeping
with the systematic development of legal principles."
'34 '
Professor Cox explains that for every fourteenth amendment right, there
is a correlative state duty. With regard to this primary duty-right relationship,
there is "a secondary duty [imposed] upon third persons not to interfere.
' 342
Congress therefore can secure an individual's fourteenth amendment rights by
reaching "third" persons, private individuals who intend to interfere with such
rights. Under Cox's rationale, Congress still is not empowered to regulate the
"conduct of individuals in society towards each other"343 without reference to
some pertinent, perhaps requisite, fourteenth amendment relationship between
a state and private wrongdoer's victim. In short, congressional power is still
cabined.
Professor Cox, however, concedes that his narrow reading of Guest is not
likely to endure. He writes,
Once the Court has crossed the watershed between rights against the
State and rights against private persons, there is no logical stopping
point short of saying that whatever protection against private persons
Congress can give the victims of invidious discrimination it can also
extend to those whom private persons deprive of the enjoyment of
335. Id. at 783-84.
336. Cox, supra note 18, at 240-45.
337. Id. at 241.
338. Id. at 242.
339. Id. (citing Bullock v. United States, 265 F.2d 683 (6th Cir.), cert. denied, 360 U.S. 909,
932 (1959); Kasper v. Brittain, 245 F.2d 92 (6th Cir.), cert. denied, 355 U.S. 834 (1957); Brewer v.
Hoxie School Dist., 238 F.2d 91 (8th Cir. 1956)).
340. Id.
341. Id. at 243.
342. Id. at 242.
343. The Civil Rights Cases, 109 U.S. at 14.
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other fundamental rights.3 4 4
Professor Cox adds that the movement has begun towards development of the
idea that the United States "government has both the right and obligation to
secure freedom and equality beyond mere governmental invasions. '345 This
movement towards the idea of congressional power that reaches private actors
has been analyzed by Professor Burt. He notes that "[t]he Court had itself
been seeking a means to devise remedies for private discriminatory acts since
Shelley v. Kraemer. But difficulties derived from the fact that the Court could
not independently proscribe some private discrimination without its pro-
claimed principle expanding to proscribe all discrimination.
346
Professor Burt uses the example of the Mrs. Murphy boardinghouse com-
promise that is found in the Civil Rights Act of 1964347 to illustrate Congress'
flexibility. If the Court had established the principle that the mere authoriza-
tion of racial discrimination is state action, Congress' exemption of Mrs. Mur-
phy, who hypothetically discriminates against blacks who wish to lodge in her
boarding house, would amount to significant involvement between the govern-
ment and Mrs. Murphy. As a result, she might be subject to the Constitution's
restrictions against racial discrimination. The compromise that created an ex-
emption would be invalid. Burt's illustration suggests that there is an area of
policy making that should be reserved for Congress that "has no institutional
obligation to explain why it withholds relief from any applicant who presents
a claim."' 348 In short, Congress often should be permitted to make trade-offs
to reach a consensus in a pluralistic, democratic society. Since the formalistic
state action line drawn in 1883 disables Congress from doing so, it is an anach-
344. Cox, supra note 18, at 245.
345. Id. Justice Brennan's opinion can also be read broadly as a short cut taken to avoid the
systematic development of legal principles. After rejecting the aspect of the Civil Rights Cases
which reduced legislative power "to that of the judiciary," United States v. Guest, 383 U.S. 745,
783 (1966) (Brennan, J., concurring in part, dissenting in part), he also ignored the distinction
between Congress'plenary powers and its more limited power to correct state action when he held
that the formula of MeCuioch v. Maryland (which of course referred to plenary powers) "is also
the standard that defines the scope of congressional authority under § 5 of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment." Id. at 784. Indeed, he intimated that private persons who interfere with any rights "cre-
ated by that Amendment" can be reached by legislation. Id. at 782. In short, whatever state
action is prohibited by section 1 of the fourteenth amendment can be reached by Congress under
section 5 if private persons "engage in the same brutal conduct for the same misguided purpose."
Id. at 784. Justice Brennan speaks of protecting rights "created by and arising" under the four-
teenth amendment, as well as remedying violations recognized as such by the Court. Id. at 782.
He believes that the framers envisioned "Congress, not the judiciary, . . . as the more likely
agency to implement fully the guarantees of equality, and thus it could be presumed the primary
purpose of the Amendment was to augment the power of Congress." Id. at 783 n.7. His failure to
make a distinction between a remedy and the announcement of a new substantive right indicates
that Justice Brennan is willing to ignore more than one aspect of the Civil Rights Cases. Indeed,
he warmly embraced the dissenting opinion of the first Justice Harlan in the Civil Rights Cases.
See id. at 783 n.8. The first Justice Harlan presumed that Congress was clothed with power and
authority to "meet that danger" of individuals and corporations who would discriminate against
others on account of race. The Civil Rights Cases, 109 U.S. 3, 54 (1883) (Harlan, J. dissenting).
346. Burt supra note 242, at 111-12 (citation omitted).
347. 42 U.S.C. § 3603(b)(2) (1976) (provides that prohibitions against discrimination in hous-
ing sales and rentals will not apply to units in one-to-four-family houses if the owner lives in one
of the units).
348. Burt, supra note 242, at 113 (footnote omitted).
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ronistic concept. Thus, there is a need for judicially manageable standards
that would authorize Congress to reach private actors subject to constraints
that respect the power "reserved to the States respectively, or to the people."
3 49
Due to the interface350 between Katzenbach v. Morgan and Guest, Con-
gress arguably can identify the rights the state ought to protect affirmatively,
and it can reach private individuals who interfere with those rights without
due regard to the Court's precedent. In the alternative, Congress, if Rome is
our guide, can speculate and characterize its legislation as a remedy against
possible risks that are not likely to occur; the Court will not stand in the way.
Of course, I am hypothesizing the ultimate horror of an abdication by the
Supreme Court of its role of checking Congress, but the Court's decisions, if
not reconsidered, support the hypothesis.
III. CONCLUSION
In many areas of the law, decisions of the Supreme Court have the unde-
sirable effect of exacerbating the differences in our society rather than helping
to develop a consensus. In a case presented to the Court, it is usually a situa-
tion of "winner-take-all." Congress is more flexible. The Congress, however,
will be unable to perform its function of adjusting differences among compet-
ing factions if it is stymied by too rigid a state action limit on its power.
Until recently, the Court confined the reach of Congress to a limited if not
a well-defined area. Even with respect to fundamental rights, the power of
Congress extended no further than the Court's. Congress could correct affirm-
ative and purposeful state action that fostered wrongs clearly prohibited by the
Reconstruction amendments, but Congress could do little else. As a result,
there was virtually no civil rights legislation for decades.
Progress occurred in race relations before 1964 primarily because of the
reforms engineered by the Court. Shelley v. Kraemer is a dramatic example.
But the Shelley opinion was unconvincing. Although the Court's opinion con-
tained logical contradictions, the same result is sustainable when Congress acts
to outlaw restrictive covenants. Congress can find that rights created by state
law affect the opportunities of minorities to acquire property. This is an evil
within the judicially defined ambit of the thirteenth and fourteenth amend-
ments that Congress may remedy.
The Congress may also secure Reconstruction amendment rights when
the states are unwilling or unable to take appropriate action. It is the states'
inaction that may be the subject of legitimate concern. To the extent that the
state action limitation is becoming less strict, the Court's responsibility is to
articulate other meaningful limits. If the Court does not meet the challenge,
Congress is free to disregard venerable federalism and separation of powers
constraints.
It is regrettable that the Court recently has failed to articulate principles
349. U.S. Const. amend. X.
350. See Burt, supra note 242, at I11.
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that check Congress' power under the Reconstruction amendments. In Rome,
for example, it appears that Congress has been given extraordinary leeway to
determine as a matter of substantive constitutional law which evils fall within
the ambit of the amendments' section 1 provisions. The Court's opinion
blurred the difference between a remedy for a previously announced constitu-
tional right and an announcement of a previously unrecognized constitutional
right. Thus, the potential of a runaway Congress, which was the Court's con-
cern in 1883, is once again a threat to federalism, particularly since discovera-
ble fourteenth amendment rights are countless in number. The Court, in
short, is deferring to Congress beyond the wildest ambitions of those who
counsel judicial restraint and passive virtues.
The line between a remedy and a substantive constitutional right is not
always bright. But the Court is erasing the semblance of a line that heretofore
always has been regarded as crucial. It must reverse this course of action
before judicial review of legislation enacted to enforce the Reconstruction
amendments becomes as meaningless as judicial review of legislation enacted
under the commerce clause and the necessary and proper clause.
The Court does not have to choose between a strict state action concept
that hobbles Congress and a deferential stance that incapacitates it from curb-
ing congressional excesses. There is a halfway house between these two ex-
tremes. I suggest that the Court's analysis of Congress' power under the
Reconstruction amendments should adhere to the following guidelines:
1. When Congress enacts legislation that is designed to regulate unofficial
action that interferes with rights concededy guaranteed by the Reconstruction
amendments against state action, the Court must determine whether the statute is
based on adequate, evidence that indicates a state is somehow culpably impli-
cated.' The states can be implicated due to their inaction when there is sub-
stantial evidence of a need for state officials to act. For example, if there are
numerous private conspiracies which have the effect of denying constitutional
rights,35' Congress may find the primary legislative facts and select the means
to protect individuals who are unable to obtain adequate relief in the states.
But the Court must independently answer the legal question of whether the
evidence adequately supports the primary legislative facts found by Congress.
2. The Court's function is to decide (aided by the findings of Congress)
whether the states have a constitutional duty to prevent the alleged wrongs or to
provide more adequate avenues of redress. Congress has power to provide
"modes of relief' that the Court cannot provide on its own. Remedial legisla-
tion by Congress is appropriate if a studied indifference by the states shields or
supports a pattern of private action that interferes with fourteenth or fifteenth
amendment rights. But whether the states actually have a duty that they ne-
glect or are unable to perform is not simply a question of what primary facts
exist, or how they should be categorized; it is a question of law that requires an
authoritative interpretation of the Constitution by the Supreme Court.
351. See Collins v. Hardyman, 341 U.S. 651 (1951).
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3. The Court must decide after meaningful scrutiny of the legislative record
whether Congress intends to remedy a breach of duty by state officials or whether
its real objective is to extend its power beyond the ambit of the Reconstruction
amendments. If the Court does not determine that an evil "remedied" by Con-
gress is comprehended by the fourteenth or fifteenth amendment, its duty is to
invalidate legislation that would transfer the security and protection of civil
rights from the states to the federal government. The Reconstruction amend-
ments do not empower the Congress to take the place of the state legislatures
and courts. The Court obviously has no authority to defer to a usurpation of
power by a coordinate branch of government that has clearly acted under
cover of a pretext.
To recapitulate the argument that is presented in this Article, I maintain
that the state action concept is, and should be, an essential limitation on the
power of the federal courts to resolve disputes among private persons. Until
recently, the Supreme Court and lower courts appeared to be engaging in an
ad hoc balancing process that was unstructured by principles. In place of the
law was an elastic notion of what was fair and just in each case. The lack of
judicial discipline was particularly egregious since the Supreme Court often
ignored, or paid lip service to, traditional principles of federalism and separa-
tion of powers that help illuminate the opaque phraseology of the Reconstruc-
tion amendments. If representative government in a federal system means
anything, it means that unelected federal judges acting on their own may not
punish private individuals who act contrary to the judiciary's vision of the
good society.
If Congress has a rational basis to find that state action or inaction
presents unacceptable and substantial risks of harm that is imputable to the
states, it may control activities beyond the reach of the Court. When Congress
seeks to enforce the Reconstruction amendments, I concede that the state ac-
tion principles expounded in the Civil Rights Cases that restrict judicial power
are often too crude to cope with the contemporary problems of social justice.
But the Court must refine, not abandon, these principles. The judicial branch
should not rubberstamp congressional legislation that disturbs the federal-
state balance simply because the legislation is wise or consonant with the
judges' own values. This is Lochnerizing in reverse. Congress has no blank
check; its power delegated by the Reconstruction amendments is peculiarly
limited to the fashioning of remedies to correct the states' misfeasance or
wrongful nonfeasance in violation of fourteenth and fifteenth amendment
rights. When the states fail to perform their duty as defined by the Court, the
door is open for Congress to prescribe the remedy. But absent a breach of a
constitutionally mandated duty by a state, the Congress has no power to in-
vade the powers reserved by the tenth amendment. The Court, therefore, must
decide ultimately whether the primary facts found by Congress are adequate
to support federal legislation that reaches unofficial action or that invalidates
state law. Furthermore, the Court must take a hard look at the secondary facts
and decide whether due process and equal protection judgments made by
Congress are based reasonably on some principle implicit in the established
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precedent. If the Congress is encouraged by the Court to prescribe remedies
for conditions that are not the states' responsibility, the only federalism con-
straints are political. The political safeguards are not always adequate. When
the political safeguards of federalism fail to function, the Court is the only
institution that can effectively and legitimately umpire the federal system and
preserve the structure and spirit of the Constitution.
Deference to Congress by the Court in most situations is proper, but not
when Congress has clearly acted outside of the constitutional limitations on its
powers or has decided questions that are judicial in nature. Whenever federal
legislation is challenged on the ground that it has exceeded the scope of the
powers delegated to Congress, the Court's obligation was made plain by Jus-
tice Bradley when he wrote a hundred years ago, "the responsibility of an
independent judgment is now thrown upon this court; and we are bound to
exercise it according to the best lights we have."
352
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